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A black hole may carryquantumnumbersthat arenot associatedwith masslessgaugefields,
contrary to the spirit of the “no-hair’ theorems.We describein detail two different typesof
black-holehair that decayexponentiallyat long range.The first type is associatedwith discrete
gaugecharge andthe screeningis due to the Higgs mechanism.The secondtype is associated
with color magnetic charge,and the screeningis due to color confinement.In both cases,we
perform semiclassicalcalculationsof the effect of the hair on local observablesoutside the
horizon, and on black-hole thermodynamics.These effects are generatedby virtual cosmic
strings,orvirtual electric flux tubes,that sweeparound theeventhorizon.The effectsof discrete
gauge charge are nonperturbativein 6, hut the effects of color magnetic charge become
h-independentin a suitablelimit. We presentan alternativetreatmentof discretegaugecharge
using dual variables,and examine the possibility of black-hole hair associatedwith discrete
global symmetry.We drawthe distinctionbetweenprimary hair, which endowsa black holewith
new quantumnumbers,andsecondaryhair, which doesnot, and we point out somevarietiesof
secondaryhair that occur in the standardmodel of particle physics.

1. Introduction

1.1. CHALLENGES FOR THE QUANTUM THEORY OF BLACK HOLES

It has beenclaimed that existing resultson the quantum mechanicsof black
holesrequirea modification of thefundamentallaws of quantummechanics[1]. As
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we shall soonexplain,we do not think this claim is well founded.Nevertheless,it is
undeniablethat the behavior of black holes in quantum mechanicspresents

conceptual challengesand opportunities that have not been adequatelymet.
Beforewe describethe concretenew resultsin this paper,it seemsappropriateto
describeour view of thebiggerpicture to which they belong.

In fact the quantum mechanicsof black holes presentstwo sets of problems,
with different characters.They might be called the microscopicand the macro-

scopic problems.The microscopicproblems concern the structureof very small
black holes,with massof order the Planckmass.It is difficult, for severalreasons,
to imagine that the descriptionof such holes (if they exist) would not require a
fully developedtheoryof quantumgravity.

The first andsimplestreasonis that as the massof a black hole approachesthe
Planckmass,its Schwarzschildradius 2GM approachesits Compton radius h/M.
Thus, irreducible quantum fluctuations in position, which are of order of the
Compton radius, render the classicalconcept of the horizon — or indeed the
classicalconceptof the gravitationalfield near the nominal location of the hole —

problematic. In this regard it is instructive to consider briefly the behavior of

ordinaryelementarypoint particleson the otherside of the dividing line, i.e. with
massmuch less than the Planckmass.The gravitationalfield of the point particle
at the most naive level would be described by a Schwarzschildsolution, with
horizon at R = 2GM = 2hM/M~1.However,whenthis R is comparableto or less
than the Comptonradius R~ompi= h/M, the naivedescriptionis quite inappropri-
ate we quite properly do not regardsuch elementaryparticlesas black holes.
Rather, to calculatethe influence of the gravitationalinteractionbetweensuch a
particle and anotherparticle, we simply calculate Feynman graphsfor graviton

exchange.(Thought)-experimentalattemptsto “see” the nominal gravitational
field at distanceR, by consideringscatteringat very small impactparameter(and
thereforelarge momentumandenergy,of order h/R), are doomed to failure. In
such scattering,the amplitude for production of many pairs becomeslarge, and

this situation simply cannotbe describedin terms of scatteringfrom an external
field. This behavioris of coursedrasticallydifferent from what onewould havefor
a classicalblack hole,which simply absorbsparticlesincident at impactparameter
less than the Schwarzschildradius.It is not at all clearhow to interpolatebetween
them.

Another difficulty is that as the massof the hole decreasestoward the Planck
mass,the loop-expansionparameterfor the gravitationalcorrectionsto the effec-

tive lagrangianapproachesunity near the horizon, even if we imagine that the
ultraviolet divergencesof this expansionare cut off. (Seethe discussionimmedi-
atelybelow.) Thusthe problemof understandingthe non-perturbativebehaviorof

quantumgravity,which includesits ultravioletbehaviorasa subproblem,cannotbe
avoided. At that point one must either throw up one’s handsor (what in the
current stateof the art amountsto the samething) appealto string theory.
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Neitherof thesedifficulties arise for black holes whosemassis much greater
than the Planckmass.For suchholes,the Schwarzschildradiusis much largerthan
the Compton radius,so that quantumuncertainty in position doesnot seriously
interferewith the determinationof the space-timegeometry.Also, thecurvatureis
small (relativeto the inversePlanck length) near,andthereforeof courseexternal
to, the horizon. In this case,a semiclassicaltreatmentof gravity is quite plausible.
To be more precise,if we assumethat higher-ordercorrectionsto the effective
action for gravity have an effective ultraviolet cut-off of order the Planck mass,
then thesecorrectionswill be smallnearandexternal to the horizon. For example

the contribution to the action from a potential correction term of the form
Ra

0y~R(~Yato the lagrangiandensity, where ~ is the Riemann curvature
tensor,will on dimensionalgroundsoccurwith a coefficient Mj~

2.Therefore,since

the only relevant scale at the horizon is set by the Schwarzschildradius, the
contribution of this term to the equations of motion will be of order
/)2/(R~chwarzschi!dM~l)= (M~

1/M)
2©z 1 relative to the contributionfrom the ordi-

nary Einstein term near the horizon, and evensmaller outside. Since the region
inside the horizon is causallydisconnectedfrom the exteriorof the black hole, the
occurrenceof truly large curvaturenear the singularity inside the horizon is not
directly relevant to the physics seenby external observers,and the higher-order
correctionsto the effective lagrangianmay be neglectedeverywherein the physi-

cally relevant region. (Of course, this discussion,since it appealsto the classical
descriptionof the metric, is valid only semiclassically— regardingthe geometryas
approximatelyfixed — and to all ordersin /i, but not necessarilybeyond.)

In the macroscopicregimeof large black holes,interestingeffectscanstill arise

from cumulativeeffect of small curvaturesover largevolumes.In this regime, even
in the absenceof a workablecompletetheoryof quantumgravity, onemay hopeto

do semiclassicalandperturbativecalculationsthat havea high degreeof plausibil-
ity andyet presentinterestingglobal features.

Indeed, striking phenomenahave been found in this regime, notably the
Hawkingevaporation[21andthe Bekenstein—Hawkingentropy[2,3] of black holes.
The radiation, becauseof its approximately thermal nature, suggeststhat a
stochasticelemententersessentially into the description of macroscopicblack
holes.The most radical suggestionis that black-holeevaporationallows in princi-
ple the evolution of pure into mixed states,which of coursewould violate the
normal laws of quantummechanics.For it seemsclear that a black hole could be
formedfrom the collapseof diffusematterinitially in a pure quantum-mechanical
state, and if the subsequentradiation from the evaporating black hole were
accuratelythermal the evolved state would be mixed at later times [11. Strictly
speakingit is not true that the radiation is accurately thermal, if for no other
reasonthen becausethe mass, and therefore the nominal temperature,of the
black hole changeswith time. This is the simplestandmostbasicof all back-reac-
tion effects, which correlateearlier with later radiation, but not the only one.
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Fig. 1. The causal structureof a classical Schwarzschildblack hole formed by collapse is clearly
displayedin its Penrosediagram,part(a). Thedistant future outside theblack hole,representedby the
solid boundary,is not complete,in the sensethat knowledgeof thewave function on this surfacedoes
not allowone to constructit throughoutspace-time.It couldbe completedby including the horizon, or
the singularity (dotted lines). Thus, one could have a unique, unitary connectionbetweenthe wave
function given in the distant pastbefore the collapse and the wave function on either completion.
However,if we losecontactwith our friendly observerson thehorizon,or at thesingularity,information
is lost and the evolution appearsnot to be unitary. Theproblem is especiallyacuteif we imaginethat
the black hole, after formation, eventually evaporatescompletely - for then these observersmust

eventuallyceaseto exist, asshownin part (b).

Furthercorrelationscould in principle be calculatedorder-by-orderin /), but it is
most unlikely that they are adequateto avoid the core of the problem — the
apparentthreatto normal quantummechanics— posedby the stochasticradiation.
The coreof the problem is qualitative: for the causalstructurecharacteristicof a
classicalblack hole, the region at spatial infinity outsidethe black hole is not a
complete(backwards)Cauchy surface;it doesnot allow one to uniquely connect

the past andthe future (see fig. 1 and its caption).
To pose the core problem in the clearestandmost dramaticway, supposethe

hole evaporatescompletely.Then the information about the wave function that
flowed through the horizonseemsto havedisappearedpermanently,and thus it
appearsthat a purestatehas evolved into a mixed one.

There areseveralpossibilitiesto avoid this affront to quantumphysics,which is
perhapsthe mostchallengingconceptualproblemposedby macroscopicblack-hole
quantummechanics.We shall now briefly discussfour of them.

Onepossibility is that the radiation is sufficiently correlatedto be a pure state
all by itself, despitethe fact that it appearsalmost totally uncorrelated(that is, the
result of a slow thermal leak) in the standardsemiclassicalcalculation. Now,

becausethe evaporationof large black holes is slow, the putative influence of
earlier on later radiation must be reflected in some quasistaticpropertyof the
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hole. That is, the hypothesisthat the radiation all by itself contains enough

information to determinethe state — that none is truly lost throughthe horizon —

requires that the black hole should be capableof storing some accurate,stable
record of how it was formed andwhat it hasradiated.Until recently the conven-
tional wisdom hasbeenthat this could not be true: that black holeshaveno hair,
that is no (or very few) internal states.Indeed, it has been demonstratedfairly
rigorously that at the classicallevel therearevery limited possibilitiesfor hair [41,
and that eachpossibility requires the existenceof suitable masslessgaugefields
[5,61.However,the major point of this paperwill be to demonstratethat thereare
additional possibilities for hair, when the quantum nature of the black hole is
takeninto account.We certainlydo not claim to havefound enoughhair to solve
the main conceptualproblem underdiscussion,but it is entirely possiblethat
further analysisalong theselines will uncovermore.

A variant on this possibility arises if the black hole does not evaporate
completely.Then it may leave a stable remnantwhose internal statecould be
correlatedwith the stateof the emitted radiation. This again requires that the
stable remnantshould be capableof supportinglots of hair. In this regard it is

appropriateto recall that the classic stableblack holes (extreme Kerr—Newmann
holes) arecalculatedto havea very largeentropy, proportionalto the areaof the
eventhorizon [71.Thesecalculationsdo not identify the quantumstateswhich the
entropy presumablyis averagingover. Theseinternal statesrepresentsanother
form of hair. Becausethe entropy is calculatedto be proportionalto the areaof

the eventhorizon, it is temptingto speculatethat the internalstatesareassociated
with the state of the horizon, regardedas a quantum-mechanicalobject [81.
However, the exact natureof this hair, and its relation to the quantum hair we
shall discussin the bulk of this paper,is unclearto us at present.

A third possibility is that in some real sensethere is no physical singularity.
Physical behavior at arbitrarily large space—timecurvature, such as formally

appearsnear the black-holesingularities,very plausibly brings in new degreesof
freedom in addition to the ones familiar from our low-energy, low-curvature

experience,which may drasticallyaffectthe natureof the singularity.This, in turn,
can significantly changethe nature of the conceptualproblems in the quantum
theoryof black holes.Suppose,for example,that the singularitybecomestimelike
and naked— a possibility realizedfor a recently discoveredclassof black holes
(extremedilatonblack holeswith a > 1) [9,10]. In thedilatonblack holesthereis a
timelike singularity visible from infinity, and, to define the quantum theory of
fields in sucha geometry,appropriateboundaryconditionsmustbe imposedat the
singularity. Theseboundaryconditionsare not uniquely fixed by the macroscopic
theory, but would be determinedby the underlying microscopic theory (e.g.
superstring theory) neededto describe regions of truly large curvature. If the

boundaryconditionsarecorrectlychosen,it is entirely reasonableto supposethat
unitaritymay be maintained.Thereis a well-known precedentfor this situation,in
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the behaviorof gauge-theorymagneticmonopoles(Callan—Rubakoveffect) [11].In

that case, at the level of the effective field theory of electromagnetism,the
monopolehasa singularityat the origin. Spin-~ fermionswith the minimal charge

consistentwith the Dirac quantizationcondition, viz. eg = ~, feel no centrifugal
barrier and in s-wave scatteringreachthe centerwith finite probability. Suitable
boundaryconditionscan be supplied,so that S-matrix describingthis problem is
unitary. One can also describenonsingularmonopolesin a non-abelianextension
of the low-energy model. Then the scatteringproblem is entirely well defined.
Nevertheless,the descriptionof low-energyscatteringin the extendedtheorycan
be accuratelydescribedby the effective low-energy theory; the rich additional
physicsof the full theory, in this limited context,merelyservesto fix the boundary
conditions.For spacelikesingularitiessuch as thosewhich occur for conventional
black holes, however,boundaryconditionswould amount to constraintson the
form of the wave function, which are presumablynot physically sensible.(How
doesthe initial wave function know it is going to describecollapseto a black hole,
andhadbetteracquireintricatenonlocal correlations?)

The only apparentproblemwith this possibility is that it requiresratherspecial
field content,and even so occursonly for extreme chargedblack holes.Thus it

seemsunlikely to be relevant to describereally large unchargedblack holes, for
which a self-consistentdescriptionin termsof low-massfields outsidethe horizon

ought to be a good approximation,unlessthereare low-massfields (e.g.axions,
dilatons)whoseexistencehasfor some reasoneludedobservationto date.

Finally, perhapsthe most straightforwardway out is to denythat information is

truly lost down the singularity.As a model which is closeto classical,andthuseasy
to discuss,supposefor examplethat the field contentof the theory is somehow
alteredso that high curvatureinducesa reboundof the metric, so that the deep
interior of the black hole rather than containing a singularity opens up into
anothernonsingularspace— this will be the spore of a “baby universe”.(Note
that the singularity theorems,which say that singularitiesare inevitable, always
assumeconstraintson the energy—momentumtensor which are not true for
genericforms of matter, andcertainlyneednot apply to the effectivelagrangianat
extremecurvatures.)This sporeis necessarilycausallydisconnectedfrom our own,
at the classicallevel,becauseit is behindthe horizon. Informationabout thewave
function flowing throughthe horizon is now storedin the spore,ratherthanbeing
lost at a singularity. It is then conceivablethat the final act in the complete
evaporationof the black hole involves the sporepinching off, to form a separate,
self-containedbabyuniverse[12]. The babyuniversemay or may not resemblea
full-scale universewith an interesting cosmology.Also the pinching-off process
mayor may not be rare, dependingon unknowndetailsof the mattercontent.It is
evenconceivablethat the typical black hole gives birth to many babies.

Do thesepossibilitieshelp us avoid the evolutionof pureinto mixed states?At

first sight it seemsthey give no help at all, but rather sharpenthe problem.We
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havethrown information into the babyuniverse,where it is forever lost to us. In

otherwords thereare correlationsbetweenthe stateof the babyuniverseand the
state of the parentuniverse,and thereforeeither alone is describedby a mixed

state.However,we must recognizethat the strict separationof babyandparentis
an approximationvalid only at the classicallevel. If a babyuniversecan branchoff
quantummechanically, it can also comeback quantummechanically.This simple
but crucial remark implies that the proper description of the final state must
include thestateof the baby togetherwith the parent;evenif we inhabit the latter,
we arenot allowed to ignorethe former.The penaltyfor this form of child neglect
is revocationof licenseto practicequantummechanics.

This discussionis closely relatedto the argumentsmadeby oneof us concerning
the descriptionof wormhole processesas effectiveinteractions[13—151.While the
wormholeprocessmight be roughlyconsideredas the birth of a babyuniverse,in a
more carefuldiscussiononemustconsiderit ascoherentemissioninto a “bath” of
baby universes,a processwhosemacroscopicphenomenologicalconsequencesin
our universecanbe capturedin aneffectivevertex,whosepreciseform dependson
the wave function describingthe bath. In this description,the differencebetween

what the black hole absorbsandwhat it emitsis correlatedwith the babyuniverse
wave function,and quantumcoherenceis explicitly maintained.

Thus, to summarize,it does not seemthat one is forced to conclude that the
process of black-hole evaporation violates or transcendsthe normal laws of
quantummechanics.There are severalwayswherebyone canimagine reconciling
the stochasticelementof black-holeevaporation,and the apparentlyirreversible
flow of information throughthe horizonwith the principlesof quantummechanics
(and a unitary time evolution.) Some,thoughnot all, of thesepossibilitiesrequire
the existenceof new, essentiallyquantum-mechanical,internal states— quantum

hair — for black holes.

1.2. BLACK HOLESAND ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PROPERTIES

Besides the fundamentalchallengeto the principles of quantum mechanics
mentionedabove,the known behaviorof black holes createsa certain tensionin
the descriptionof matter. In the standardsemiclassicaltreatmentof a black hole,
the hole is describedasa thermalobjectwith very few internaldegreesof freedom.

The normaldescriptionof an elementaryparticleis verydifferent: no temperature
appears,and the particle may have many internal quantum numbers.Yet one
might like to believethat thereis no fundamentaldistinctionbetweentheseforms
of matter; that a sufficiently heavyelementaryparticle (anyone heavierthan the
Planckmass)would in factbe a black hole.

In orderto reconcilethesedescriptions,one necessarystepis certainlyto show
that blackholesarecapableof carrying internalquantumnumbers,contraryto the
spirit of the classicno-hairtheorems.That is what we shall accomplishbelow.
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One more or less plausible possibility for black holes in the real world is
precisely that thereactually are elementaryparticlesof this sort. For example,if
electromagneticgaugesymmetry is first unified into a compactgaugegroup at an

extremelylarge (super-planckian)massscale,then the stablemagneticmonopoles
will be black holes.Thesecould be formedin the big bang,eitherdirectlyor as the
remnantsor radiationproductsof the evaporationof other mini black holes.Our
considerationsshow that thereareadditional possibilities— that tiny black holes

canbe stabilizedagainstHawking evaporationby othergaugecharges,associated
with brokengaugegroups.Thus if we areeverlucky enoughto encountera stable

mini black hole, the reasonfor its stability might not be at all obvious.And indeed
there could well be a rich spectrum of such objects, with different masses,
magneticcharges,anddiscretecharges.

1.3. SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT

The contentof the rest of this paper is as follows. In sect. 2 we discussthe

reasoningleading to the classic (and classical) no-hair theoremsof black-hole
physics.We thenargueon physical groundsthat thesetheoremsmustbe violated
in the caseof discretegaugecharge.Concretemodelsembodyingthis physics,and
the relatedphysicsof discretemagneticcharge,areexhibited. In sect.3 we discuss
in carefuldetail the quantumtreatmentof theordinaryReissner—Nordströmblack
hole. The formal implementationof the chargeprojection is fully discussed,and
shown to be accomplishedby a weighted integral over field configurationswith
specified “vorticity” (line integral~ d’i- A, where T is theperiodicimaginarytime
variable). The formal differencebetweenelectric and magneticchargeis empha-
sized. In sect. 4 this apparatusis adaptedto the case of discreteelectric gauge

charge. It is shown that the effect of discretegaugecharge is embodied in an
imaginary-timevortex configuration,andis nonperturbativein h. It is arguedthat
this configuration correspondsto the space-timeprocess(discussedin sect. 2)
wherebya virtual cosmicstringwrapsaroundthe black hole,andis in this senseto
be interpretedas a world-sheetinstantonfor the cosmicstring. Severalcharge-de-
pendent physical observables,including nonvanishingelectric fields outside the
horizonand correctionsto the classicrelationbetweentemperatureandmassfor
the hole,are calculatedin appropriatelimits. In sect.5 we discussthe correspond-
ing physics for discretemagneticcharge. It is argued that although there are
drasticformal differencesbetweenelectricandmagneticcharge,it is quite plausi-
ble that their physical behavioris not drasticallydifferent. In sect.6 we discussthe
dual descriptionof brokensymmetryphases.This materialhasnothingto do with
black holes per se, but the material is not entirely standardand is used in the
following section. Onesimplebut striking result is that in the dual descriptionof
the Higgsphase,where the phaseof the scalarfield is representedin terms of a
rank-two antisymmetric tensorfield B, the chargecoupling takesthe form of an
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interaction B A F that resemblesa 0-term. In sect. 7 we discussan alternative
approachto discretegaugehair morealong the linespresentedin the literatureas
“axion charge”,and attemptto clarify the relationshipbetweentheseapproaches.

Finally, in sect.8 we drawthe distinctionbetweenprimaryandsecondaryquantum
hair. We give examplesof secondaryhair within the standardmodel of particle
physics,andemphasizethat the discretehair discussedin the bulk of the paperis
primary.

We shall adoptunits in which c = I, but will displayfactors of G and h.

2. Discretegaugehair: preliminarydiscussion

In this chapterwe shall review the conceptualframeworkfor no-hairtheorems,
and then discusswhy these theoremsare not expectedto apply in the case of
discretegaugehair. Severalof the topics discussedhere in physical terms will be
discussedmore formally in the following sections.

2.1. NO-HAIR THEOREMS

To understandthe essenceof the no-hair theorems[16] it is best to begin by
consideringthe simplestcaseof a scalarfield in the backgroundof a Schwarzschild
black hole. The metric, in Schwarzschildcoordinates,is

2GM 2GM -!

ds2= 1 — dt2— 1 — dr2 — r2 d212, (2.1)
r r

where,of course,d2Q is the line elementon the unit sphere.In analyzingthe wave
equationin this background,it is convenientto introducethe “tortoise coordinate”,

r* ~r+2GM In[(r—2GM)/2GM], (2.2)

which satisfies

2GM —!

dr
5 = 1 — r dr. (2.3)

Becausethe metric at fixed angle is proportional,in this variable,to that of flat
space:

2GM
dS~xedangle = (i — r ) (dt

2 — d r~), (2.4)

the wave equationwill assumea particularly simpleform.
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It is crucial to note that r~has the properties

r~—sr+2GM In r,

r~—sln(r—2GM)—s —~, r—s2GM. (2.5)

The first of these equations implies that r~ reducesessentially to r, and in
particularthat it becomespositively infinite, as r —~ ~. (Theextralogarithmhereis
due to the long-rangenatureof the gravitational interaction,anddirectly reflects
the “Coulomb logarithm” in the phaseof wavesat infinity.) More important for
our presentconsiderationsis the secondequation.It tells us that r*, the natural
variablefor the wave equation,approachesnegativeinfinity at the horizon. In this
sense,the horizon is “infinitely far away”.

The wave equationis easiestto analyzeby inserting the partial waveexpansion
for the scalarfield II’,

r, 17) = -~ ~ ~
1,,,(t, r~)Y~(f2), (2.6)

r

into the wave equation.Oneobtains

a
2 ~2 2GM 2GM 1(1+1)

— + ~ = (i — r ) (~2+ r3 + r2 )~irn~ (2.7)

where ~r is the mass(really the inverseComptonwavelength)of the scalar.The
right-handside of this equationmay be interpretedasan effectivepotential. This

effectivepotentialvanishesnearthe horizon(i.e. as r
5 —s —oc), approachessimply

ar r5 —s ~, and is everywherepositive.
Now considerthe zero-frequencylimit. Clearly, becausethe secondderivative

neverchangessign, a solution that decreasesexponentiallyat infinity will have to
blow up at r~—s —~, i.e. at the horizon. Suchbehavioris physicallyunacceptable:
it involves infinite energyin the ~I’-field, amongother things.Thus, thereare no
physicallyacceptablestatic solutions;the only acceptablestaticscalarfield configu-
ration is identically zero [5]. In particular there can be no exponentiallyfalling
Yukawa tails, as would occur far from a normal point sourcecoupled to II’. A
black hole cannotbe a source:it hasno hair.

The crucial circumstanceunderlying this result is clearly the fact that the
naturalvariable r5 is unboundedin both directions,approachingnegativeinfinity
at the horizon. It is for this reasonthat continuationof any possible tail from
spatial infinity costs not merely a large, but inevitably an infinite, amount of
energy.

Price [16] analyzed wave equations for higher integer spin fields as well.
Unfortunately these equations are most conveniently analyzed using the
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Newman—Penrose[17] formalism, which may be unfamiliar to many readers.
Furthermore,the equations,althoughsatisfactoryin flat space,are inconsistentin
curvedspacefor spin s * 3. Thus, thereis more thanone large hole appearingin
the analysis.However, since the questionof higher-spinhair is potentially very
important,we will now briefly summarizeandmakesometentativeobservationson
the analysis.

Using the Newman—Penroseformalism, andextendingthe flat-spaceequations
formally by minimal coupling, one arrivesat equationsof the form

d2
— F

1(r~)r’~~11= 0 (2.8)

for the staticpart of the lth partial wave of the fundamentalquantity ci~.Actually
I~is the coefficientof a sphericalharmonic~ andthereare 21 + 1 independent
components,whichwe shall leave implicit. (Eq. (2.8) is derivedby simplemanipu-
lation of two particular componentsof the minimally coupledNewman—Penrose
systemof equations.If we had chosenothercomponentsand done more compli-
catedmanipulations,wewould havegottenadifferent equationfor ID~1—thisis the
inconsistencymentionedabove.Howeverany “reasonable”manipulationleadsto
an equationof the samegeneralform as eq. (2.8), but with a modestlymodified

function F1.) Here

2GM 1(1+ 1)
F1~ 1— 2 (2.9)

r r

ID~is the de-spunfield of zero conformal and spin weight. The two crucial
propertiesof D~are that

(i) The ordinaryspinor or tensorcomponentsof the fields maybe obtainedfrom
ID0 by differentiation andalgebraicmanipulations.

(ii) ID0 is directly physically meaningful,andis expectedto bewell-behavedboth
at the horizon and at infinity. For examplein the electromagneticcases = 1, one
finds cD0 = ~(E~+ iB~).Becausethe field strengths (and not the potentials)
occur here,ID0 is physically meaningful. Furthermore,becausethe radial compo-
nentsof the field strengthare unaffectedby boostsin the radial direction, the
physical requirementthat freely falling observersseeno singular behaviorat the

horizon entails that ID11 must be nonsingularat the horizon. Of course,manifestly
it mustbe well-behavedat infinity.

Taking eq. (2.8) at facevalue,one seesthat thereis a fundamentaldistinction
between 1 ~ s — 1 partial wavesand the higherones. In both casesone has the
asymptoticsID0 —s a1 + b1r5 for solutions near the horizon r~—~ —~,withonly
b1 = 0 being physically acceptable.As r~—s the solutionsbehaveas ID0 —s cjr~+,_s
+ d1r;’~ andherethereis a big difference.For 1 ~ s, this solution is physically
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acceptableonly if c1 = 0. But one may repeatthe argumentgiven for the caseof
scalar fields to show that the solution that is nonsingularat the event horizon
(a, * 0, b, = 0) matchesup with a solution with c, ~ 0 at r5 = ~. Therefore,the
only allowed static solution has ID0 identically zero — thereis no hair. However,
for the lower partial waves,this argumentdoesnot apply, andacceptablenontriv-
ial solutionsdo indeedexist.

The characteristicfeatureof theseallowed solutions is that the field carriesa
nonvanishingvalue of a conservedsurfaceintegral. Propagationof radiation to
spatial infinity cannot changethe value of this surfaceintegral. Since no causal
process,including in particular the formation of a black hole, can flout this
conservationlaw, oneexpectsthat the conservedsurfaceintegralcorrespondsto a
variety of hair that can resideon a stationaryblack hole.

As we havementioned,the full set of equationsfor higherspinsfields in curved
space is inconsistent.However, as Price argues,it is quite plausible that the
(unknown)correctionsthat lead to consistentequations,while they will alter the

form of the effective potential and lead to mixing amongmodes of the same
quantumnumbers,will not alter the crucial asymptoticbehaviorsnear the horizon
and spatial infinity. This is becauseat spatial infinity one shouldhavesomething
arbitrarily close to the flat-spaceequations,while closeto the horizonthe effective
potential is always killed by the I — 2GM/r stretchingfactor.

When mass terms are introduced into the field equations,the analysis of
classicalhair on stationary black holes is qualitatively altered. This can be dis-
cussedmostcogentlyin the spin-I case,where no issueof consistencyarises.For a

massivespin-i field, there is no conservedsurfaceintegral, and hence no com-
pelling reasonfor spin-i hair (that is, electric or magneticcharge)to resideon a
black hole. Indeed, the analysisof the field equationsshows that the physically

acceptablesolution at the horizonfails to matchup with a decayingexponentialat
infinity, so that only thetrivial solution is allowed [5,6]. It is instructiveto consider
what happens,in the caseof avectorfield with mass~t, in thelimit j.r —s 0. When a
chargedparticle that acts as a sourcefor a massivevector field falls through the

horizon of a black hole, the vector field outside the horizon leaks away in a
(Schwarzschild)time of order ji’. Thus,as ~ getssmaller,the time scalefor the
decayof the field gets longer and longer; finally, in the limit js —s 0, the field
persistsindefinitely.

Apart from the questionof consistency,at the level of formal manipulationand
asymptoticbehaviorthe Newman—Penrose—Priceequationsfor higherspinsdo not
look very different in principle from thosefor spin-i. In the body of this paperwe
shall analyze spin-i in depth, and show that soft mass terms (arising from
spontaneousbreakdownof the gaugeinvarianceassociatedwith masslessspin-i

fields) do not destroy the hair entirely, if there is a remnant discrete gauge
symmetryleft behind. In many ways the crucial ingredientof the argumentis the
construction of appropriatechargeprojections; and this part could be carried
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through for higher spin too. However the physical interpretationof the hair only
emergesclearly when one can implement a Higgs mechanism and construct
vortices; thismight be doablefor higherspinsat leastin flat space,andpresentsan
attractivesubjectfor further investigation.

A simplebut perhapsnot entirely misguidedway to regardthe no-hairtheorems
is as follows: in collapseto a black hole, any information that can fall throughthe
horizon will fall through the horizon. The universalaction of gravitation sweeps
clean;andall trace of what hasbeenswept in disappears,becauseoncebeyondthe
horizon it loses causalcontactwith the exterior. The only quantities that escape
destructionare thosewhich canbe seenfrom the safedistanceof infinity; that is,
those connected with conserved surface integrals,such as the ones we have
discussedabove.

2.2. DISCRETE GAUGE SYMMETRY

Upon first hearing,the notion of local discretesymmetryin the continuummay
sound rather silly. Indeed, the most important dynamical consequenceof a
continuouslocal symmetry is the existenceof a new field, the gaugefield. This
field ariseswhen oneintroducesa gaugepotential,in order to formulatecovariant

derivatives.Covariantderivativesareof coursenecessary,so that invariant interac-
tionsinvolving gradientsmay be formed.Such interactionsin turn arenecessaryin

order that chargedfields may propagate.In the caseof a discretesymmetrythere
is no similar needto introduce a gaugepotential, becausethe ordinaryderivative
alreadytransformssimply.

Alternatively, sinceany pathcan be continuouslydeformedto a trivial path,the
correspondingparallel transportcanbe continuouslydeformedto theidentity. But
for a discretegroup this meanswe musthavethe identity all along: thusall parallel

transportis trivial. Also, if the discretegaugegroup arisesas the remnantof an
initially continuousgroup, afterall continuoussymmetrieshavebeenwiped outby
the Higgs mechanism,one is accustomedto think that charge is completely
screened.

Upon further reflection,however,onerealizesthat eachof theseargumentshas
seriouslimitations. First, therearesituationsin which onecannotdeform all paths
to the identity. This occurs,by definition, on spacesthat arenotsimply connected.
Second,there are situationsin which the parallel transport is not a continuous
function of the path, or is ill-defined for some paths. An important class of
examples,which will be extensivelyconsideredbelow, concernsflux tubes in the
Higgsphaseof gaugetheories.In that casethe gaugesymmetry“expands”to the
full unbrokensymmetryat the coreof the flux tube.Paralleltransportthroughthis

corewill not in generalstaywithin the discretesubgroup,so from the pointof view
of the low-energy theory (which does not take account of the expandedgauge
symmetry)thereis a singularity.
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Likewise, the statementthat in a Higgsphasechargeis completelyscreenedis
too broad.Onemust appreciatethat the screeningoccurringin the Higgsmecha-
nism is not a mystical process,but essentially a special case of the homely
phenomenonof dielectric polarizationas occursin ordinarydielectricsor plasmas.
It is true that we are concerned,in the Higgs mechanism,with a particularly
effective screening,producedby a condensateof masslesschargedparticles.Such
particles are capableof producing a dipole distribution, to exactly cancel any
imposedelectric field. The particlesin the condensatetransformtrivially underthe

remnantdiscrete symmetry,however, and it is unreasonableto expect that any
distribution of them canperfectlymimic a nontrivial source.

There is a profound differencebetweenlocal and global symmetries,whether
continuousor discrete.While global symmetry is a statementthat the laws of
physicstakethe sameform when expressedin termsof various distinct variables,

local symmetry is a statementthat the variables used in a physical theory are
redundant.In languagethat may be morefamiliar, this redundancyis often stated
as the fact that in a gaugetheory, only gauge-invariantquantitiesare physically
meaningful. From this point of view, it is clear that no processes,not evensuch
exotic onesas collapseto a black hole or black-hole evaporation,can violate a
gaugesymmetry. On thesevery generalgrounds,then, we should expect that a
black hole must be capable of carrying discrete gaugecharges, reflecting the
chargesof what fell in to make it. However, theseabstractsargumentsleave it
totally unclearwhat the concretephysical implications of discrete gaugecharges
couldbe.

2.3. DISCRETEELECTRIC GAUGE HAIR

To addressthis question,and to make the whole discussionmore concrete,let
us now consider a specific realization of the general idea of discrete local
symmetry[18]. Considera U(1) gaugetheorycontainingtwo complexscalarfields

~ carrying Ne, e respectively.Thus we havefor the lagrangian

~ (2.10)

Supposethat ij undergoescondensationat somevery high massscaler’, while ~
producesquantaof relativelysmall massanddoesnot condense.

Before the condensationthe theory is invariantunderthe local gaugetransfor-
mations

~(x)’=exp(iNeA(x))s~(x), ~(x)’=exp(ieA(x))~(x),

A~(x)’=A~(x)—ä~A(x), (2.li)
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where A is a realvariable.However the condensatecharacterizedby the vacuum

expectationvalue

(‘q(x)> =c (2.12)

in the homogeneousgroundstateis invariantonly when A is anintegermultiple of
2~-/Ne.Theseresidualtransformationsstill act nontrivially on ~, multiplying it by
various Nth roots of unity. Their possibleactionsgeneratethe discretegroup ~N

The effectivelow-energytheory well below i’ will simply be the theoryof the
single complex scalar field ~ neither the gaugefield nor i~ will appearin the
effectivetheory, since thesefields producevery massivequanta.The only implica-
tion of the original gaugesymmetryfor the low-energyeffective theory is then the
absenceof interactiontermsforbidden by the residualdiscretesymmetry.(If there
were additional chargedscalar fields in the theory, the discretesymmetry would
forbid many couplingsthat wereotherwisepossible.)But this implication, so far,
doesnot distinguishbetweenlocal andglobal symmetry.

Once we widen our horizons to considerprocessesoccurring at energiesof
order i, of coursethe underlying gaugedegreesof freedom,if they exist, can he
excited.A moresubtlemanifestationis also possible.The brokensymmetrytheory
containsstablestrings threadedby magneticflux 2ir/Ne, as follows. The theory
supportsvortex solutions,wherethe i7-field behavesasymptoticallyas a function of
the angle 0 as

~(r, 0) v e~°, r ~, (2.13)

where r’ is the magnitudeof s~in the homogeneousground state.Along with this
asymptoticbehaviorfor sj we musthavefor the gaugepotential:

A~(r,0) ~, (2.14)

so that the covariantderivativeD5s7 = (~9~+ iNeA0)rj, which appears(squared)in

the energydensity,vanishesat infinity.
In this set-up the field strengthalso vanishesasymptotically.Indeed we note

that by making the choice A = 0/Ne,we can formally remove the spacedepen-
denceof ij in eq. (2.13) andmakeA0 in eq.(2.14) vanish altogether.In so doing,
we have(formally) transformedbackto the homogeneousgroundstate.However,
of coursethegaugetransformationfunction A is not quite kosher,sincethe angle
0 is not a legitimate single-valuedfunction. The correct statement is that the
asymptoticbehaviorof the vortex is trivial andcanbe gaugedaway locally, but not
globally. Sincewe can pick a well-definedbranchof 0 in any patchthat doesnot
surround the origin, all local gauge-invariantquantitiesmust reduce to their
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ground-statevalues—thisexplains,if you like, why Ds~and F vanish.But theline
integral of A around a closed loop surroundingthe origin, which accordingto
Stokes measuresthe flux inside, cannot be changedby any legitimate gauge
transformation,andit is definitely not zero for thevortex. Indeedwe find thebasic
flux unit is IDN = 2ir/Ne.

Anotherperspectiveon the global nontriviality of thevortex, is that our putative
gauge transformationA = 0/Ne transformsa unit charge field such as ~ into

somethingthat is not single-valued:following eq.(2.10)we find that ~‘(0 +
2~r)=

exp(2iri/N)~’(0).
What hasall this gotto do with discretegaugetheoriesin the continuum?Well,

the condensate(~i)= t: is not invariant undera generalgaugetransformation,but
it is invariantunderthe discretesubgroupgeneratedby A = 2~r/Ne.This discrete

subgroupactstrivially bothon i~and,it would seem,on the gaugefield (A, sinceit
takesonly discretevalues,cannotchangecontinuouslyat all). However, A andits
various powers are definitely not trivial acting on ~, which gets multiplied by
powers of the Nth root of unity. Thus thereis a discrete but nontrivial gauge
subgroupleft. Moreover,the gaugetransformationassociatedwith winding around

a vortex is preciselyan elementof the residualdiscretegaugesymmetrygroup: this
is just a restatement,in our new interpretation, of the result of the previous
paragraph.Alternatively, we could say that the Wilson ioop for parallel transport
aroundthe vortex definesan elementof the residualgaugegroup:

exp(q ie A,~dxo) E ~. (2.15)

We anticipatedthat the discrete gaugegroup might come into its own in the
presenceof singularities. Now we see how this is quite simply realized. The
required“singularity” is here suppliedby thevortex core. In that core,wherethe
condensatevanishes,the discrete gauge symmetry blows up into a full-scale
continuousU(1), andthe vectorpotential is unfrozen.The only trace of the vortex
visible outsidethevortex coreis the total flux, which is noneother thanan element
of the residualdiscretegaugesymmetrygroup.

The scatteringof f-quanta,with chargee, from such strings[19] is dominated,
at low energies,by the Aharonov—Bohmeffect [20]. The magnitudeand form of
thiscrosssectionis uniquely determinedby the productof chargeandflux, modufo
2irh, andthusallows one, in principle, to makea preciseobservationaldetermina-
tion of theIN-valuedchargealludedto above.Of course,postulatingthe existence
of suchstringstakesus outsidethe frameworkof the effective low-energytheoryas
usually understood,so the existenceof this effect does not really contradict the
statementmade above,that the low-energyeffective theory doesnot distinguish
local from global discretesymmetries.

A simple thought experiment[18] basedon the Aharonov—Bohm scattering
processprovidesa heuristicbut convincing demonstrationthat black holes have
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discretegaugehair ~. For let us imagine that we havea ~-quantum falling into a
black hole, and scatter a string of very low energy and momentum from this
compositeobject. The scatteringcross section,which involves behaviorsat large
timesanddistances,shouldnot dependon the preciseinstantat which the particle
crossesthe eventhorizon—arather fuzzy notion, in any case.And yet this cross
sectiondoes dependcritically on the 7/N charge.We must conclude that this 7/,
chargedoesnot dependon whetherthe particlehascrossedthe eventhorizon, and

in particular that it retains its meaning(and inducesthe sameAharonov—Bohm
phases)for the asymptotic,“pure” black hole. A more formal proof, whose core
ideais really the same,couldbe basedon the discreteanalogof Gauss’law, which

insures that the 77N charge inside a volume can be expressedin terms of the
expectationvaluesof quantumfield operatorson the boundingsurface[22,23].

We would now like to discusswhy this discreteelectricgaugehair is properly
“quantum” hair, with no ordinaryclassicallimit. In a sensethis is obviousfrom the
natureof screening.In a Higgs theory, thereis a condensateof masslesscharged
particlesin the groundstate,andat the classicallevel this condensateis readyand
willing to screenany test charge.The only thing that preventsperfectscreeningis
the quantizationof the chargeof the condensateparticles.Thus, the survival of
any consequencesof discreteelectricgaugehair mustdependon quantization.To
betterappreciatethis, it is helpful to understandmore explicitly how the charge
units vary with Ii. The classical action, obtained by integratingthe lagrangian
density(2.10) over spaceand time, must have the units of Ii. From this it follows
easily that the e appearingin the Lagrangianhas units of (action) 1/2 For clarity
we shallwrite this quantityas e,, (f for field charge).In the ordinaryclassicallimit,
e

1 is held fixed. On the other hand the chargedensity operatorof the theory,
which multiplies A11 in the lagrangian,is of the genericform ie1~~.Becausethe

fundamentalcommutationrelation normalizesa bilinear form in ~ and 3~to ti,
it follows that the chargeoperator is essentially hef times the numberoperator.

Thus the chargee~,(p for particle)of a singlequantumis

e0=he1. (2.16)

We seethat electric chargeswhich arc only finite multiples of e0 vanish in the
ordinary classical limit. (It will be useful to rememberthat tie~and e~/hare
dimensionlessquantities.)

It would be both disturbing and disappointingif the only manifestationof

discrete quantum hair on a black hole involved explicit cosmic strings. Among
other things,this would close off some of the ideasmentionedin the introductory
section,which requirehair capableof influencingordinaryparticles.And indeedif
onehasa real processsensitiveto the charge,it seemsquite reasonableto expect

* The conceptof black-holehair that is detectedvia Aharonov—Bohminteractionswas first discussed

in ref. 121].
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that thereare associatedvirtual processesalso sensitiveto the charge.Thus we
might expect that the discretechargemanifestsitself as an instructionconcerning
how to weight the relative phaseof amplitudesfor the black hole wrappingone
way or the other around an appropriatecosmic string (or, of course, the string
wrapping around the hole). Upon changingreal to virtual, we expect that the
discreteelectric chargeon the hole should instruct us how to weight the phaseof
amplitudesfor processeswhere virtual cosmic string loops nucleate,envelopthe
hole,and re-annihilate.Describedin other words, the relevantprocessesareones
in which virtual-string world sheetswrap aroundthe hole [24—26].

In the following chapters,we shallverify this expectationin greatdetail.
The virtual-string world-sheetprocessis of coursea tunnelingprocess,andwill

be nonperturbativein h; indeedit will be exponentiallysmall in 1/h. (Note that
cosmicstringsare classicalobjects:their structurefollows from solvingthe classical
field equations,and so their flux and size remain fixed as h —s 0 with ef and i~

fixed.) This contrastswith what onemight expectfor an ordinary particlecarrying
discrete charge, where there are small charge-dependenteffects (say in the
scatteringof two charged particles) of order e~from the short-rangeYukawa
fields. The effect for black holes is different from, and much more subtle than,
restorationof their lost Yukawa tails. Another importantdifference is that for
black holes,but not for ordinaryparticles,discretehair expandsthe spaceof states

(see sect. 8).

2.4. DISCRETE MAGNETIC HAIR

Now let us discussthe magneticanalogof discreteelectricgaugehair. At the

mostnaive level one might expect that theseare trivially related,becauseof the
well-known duality property of the free Maxwell equations.And, indeed, in the
context of classical black-hole physics, the difference between electrically and
magneticallychargedholesis entirely trivial—both aredescribedby essentiallythe
same Reissner—Nordström,or Kerr—Newman, solutions. However, the formal
treatmentof theseobjects in the semiclassicallimit mustbe quite different, as we
shall seein thenext section.Onecircumstancethat makesthis plausible is that the
electricchargequantumis hef,while the magneticchargequantumis simply er’,
so the latter but not the former is finite in the classicallimit. Nevertheless,at the
end of the day the properties,specifically the radius and temperature,of an
electric hole whose charge is many quantaare closely similar to those of the
magnetichole with the samemagnitudeof field strengthandmass.

What about the brokensymmetryphases?If a gaugetheory is in a weak-cou-
pling Higgsphase,electric fields arescreened,andmagneticfields are confinedto

flux tubes.Thesephenomenacan be describedclassically—thescreeninglength
and flux quantumare independentof h. If a gaugetheory is in a confinement
phasemagneticfields are screenedand electric fields are confinedto flux tubes.
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Thesephenomenaarequantummechanical;in fact, the inversescreeninglength is
nonperturbativein 11.

We haveseenthat 7/N electric chargescan be introducedinto a Higgs theory,

such that the chargeshavean Aharonov—Bohminteractionwith a magneticflux
tube. The constructionof weakly coupledmodelswith 7/N magneticmonopoles
that canbestudiedwith semiclassicalmethodsis a bit moreinvolved. (Thereis an
enormousliterature concernedwith discrete gaugetheory monopolesat strong
coupling, which areoften invoked as an explanationof confinement;but as far as
we know theseideashaveneverbeenpursuedveryfar within the frameworkof a
well-controlled approximation.)

Probablythe simplestmodel,at leastconceptually,is basedon the spontaneous
breakdownof the gaugegroup SO(N2 — 1) to SU(N)/7/A. This may be accom-
plishedby a Higgs field in the three-indexantisymmetrictensorrepresentation,

H
11k, that acquiresa vacuumexpectationvalue

K~’,Jk~=~‘f1Jk, (2.17)

proportional to the structureconstants f1/k of SU(N). Note that SU(N) is of
dimensionN

2 — 1. It may be regardedas a subgroupof SO(N2 — 1), becauseit
canbe representedas the group of orthogonal transformations(leavinginvariant
the traceof Casimiroperator,or the Killing form) acting by conjugationon its Lie
algebra.The condition that such a transformationis an isomorphismof the Lie
algebraof SU(N) is preciselythat it leavesthe structureconstantsinvariant. The
group of automorphismsof the Lie algebraof SU(N) is SU(N)/Z~,acting by

conjugation.(Thecentralelements,of course,do not generatenontrivial automor-
phismsthisway.)Thus we seethat SU(N)/7/N is nicely embeddedin SO(N2 — 1),

and that thereis a simpleway of breakingthe larger group down to the smaller
one[27].

In this frameworkwe may identify configurationscarrying 7/N magneticflux, as
follows. The homogeneousground state definedby eq. (2.17) is not unique; one

may obtain statesthat are equally good energeticallyby acting on it with any
SO(N2 — 1) transformation.Of coursein this procedurethe SU(N)/7/N is power-

less, and the manifold of formally unequal (but gauge-equivalent)candidate
groundstatesis thecosetspaceSO(N2 — 1)/(SU(N)/7/N).Now let us suppose,as

usual in constructinggauge-theorymonopoles[28], that the symmetric may break
to different points within this manifold, dependingon the direction in space,at
spatial infinity. Now consider the parallel transportarounda sequenceof loops,
eachstartingandendingat the north pole; the loopbeginsas an infinitesimal ioop,
expandsto onewhich is a greatcircle throughthe southpole,andthencomesback
to anothersmall ioop, having lassoedthe sphereonce.Since eachof theseloops
startsandendsat the north pole, the total parallel transportdefinedby eachmust
leavethe Higgs field at the north pole invariant; thus it mustdefinean elementof
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SU(N)/7/N. Furthermore,the small loopsat the beginningandendmustgive the
identity elementin SU(N)/7/N. Thus the sequenceof parallel transports,as the
loopslassothe sphere,definesan elementof the homotopygroup 77-t(SU(N)/7/N)

=
7/N~ The different homotopyclassescannotbe connectedto one anotherby

continuouschangesovera finite volume. Thus, thereis an infinite energybarrier
betweenthem,and,minimizing the energywithin eachsector,onewill find some
stable monopole configurations. (Of course the doubly charged pole may in
principle decayinto two singly chargedpoles,andso forth.)

Alternatively, the flux may be definedby patching hemispheres.On a hemi-
sphere,one may perform an SO(N2 — I) gaugetransformationto rotate the

vacuum expectationvalues so that they are all pointing in the samedirection.
Likewise, one may align the other hemisphere.However, matching the gauge
transformationsalongthe intersectionof thesehemisphereswill introducea closed

path in SU(N)/7/N, as before.
The 77N magneticcharge,then,canbe definedby essentiallyclassicaloperations

at infinity. In the black-hole sector too, one should be able to find classical
solutionswith the specifiedasymptoticflux. (And later, we will.)

Thus we seethat thereis a magneticanalogueof discreteelectric hair, though

superficiallyit appearsto differ from it qualitatively.However,on closerconsidera-
tion one finds that the differenceis not entirely sharp.Suppose,for example(not
unrealistically), that the SU(N)/7/~theorywe havebeendiscussingso far classi-
cally, actually confines electric charge (and screensmagnetic charge)at large

distances.Thenstrictly speakingtherewill not be any magneticflux at infinity. it
might seem,then,that the magneticblackhole hasbeenshavedbald. However, in
the confined phaseone has electric flux tubes, analogousto the magnetic flux

tubesof the Higgsphase,becausenow it is electricflux that is confined.Theseflux
tubeswill be able to detect the screeneddiscretemagneticchargeon the black
hole,by the dual of the Aharonov—Bohmprocess,scatteringoff electric flux tubes
[23,13,30].The physics,of course,is entirelyanalogousto what wehaveseenin the
Higgsphase.

(To avoid misunderstanding,we shouldprobablyemphasizethat such screened
magnetichair does not occur in the standardmodel, with unbrokengaugegroup
[SU(3)c~iorX U(l)~~

1]/7/3.Though this model admits magnetic monopolesthat
carry a 7/3 color magneticflux, thereare no stableelectric flux tubes—thetube
can breakvia nucleationof a quark—antiquarkpair. Hencethere is no meansof
detecting23 magneticchargeat long range.Furthermore,and not coincidentally,
the 23 color magneticchargeof a monopole is completely determinedby its
U(1)em magneticcharge;it is not an independentquantumnumber. if black holes
can carry screenedmagnetichair in nature, this hair is not associatedwith the
known strong interaction. Rather, it must be associatedwith another, as yet
unknown,confininggaugeinteractionthat admitsgenuine

77N monopoles.)
The realdifferencebetweenthe two casesis not qualitative,but only quantita-
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tive. Confinementis nonperturbativein h, so that classically a magneticcharge
generatesmagneticflux at infinity; in a straightforwardweak-couplinganalysis,
there is visible hair. Subtleties arise only after one realizes that there is an
importanteffect at large distances,confinement,which is nonperturbativein h.
For if one thenattemptsto visualizethis effectclassically,or to incorporateit into
an improved effective lagrangian which one then treats classically, the classic
(classical)no-hair argumentwill come into play. However, fortunately, the more
straightforward electric screening case has alerted us that the hair remains,
becauseof anothernonperturbativeeffect in h, namely the wrappingof real or
virtual flux tubesaround the hole. Thus if confinementis regardedas a strong

effect, rather than as a tiny correction, the magneticchargecase comesto look
very similar to the electricchargecase.

3. The Reissner—Nordströmblack hole

3.1. THE EUCLIDEAN PATH INTEGRAL

One of our objectives is to extend the standardsemiclassicalanalysis of
black-hole thermodynamicsto include effects that are nonperturbative in 1).
Nonperturbativeeffects are most convenientlystudied using euclideanpath-in-
tegral methods, and we will use such methodshere. In fact, we do not know
anotherway to obtain our main results.

We employ the euclideanpath integralwith reservations,becausein the context
of black-holephysics,the foundationsunderlyingthis formalism arenot completely
secure.There are both technical and conceptualproblems. The main technical
problem is that the euclideanEinstein—Hubertaction is unboundedfrom below.
The integral over the conformal degreeof freedomof the metric mustbe defined
with some care, and it is not clear what the correctprescription is. The main

conceptualproblemarisesbecausethe euclideanformalism, aswe useit, appliesto
a blackhole in thermalequilibrium with a surroundingradiation bath,ratherthan
a black-holeevaporatinginto empty space.The equilibrium is typically unstableif
the radiation bath is infinite in extent, becausethe black hole has negativeheat
capacity.This difficulty canbe avoidedby enclosingthe radiation in a sufficiently
small reflectingcavity. The deeperquestionis whetherthe conceptof a black hole
in equilibrium with radiation makessense. A stationaryspace-timefilled with

radiation does not satisfy the Einstein equations.The back reaction of the
radiation on the geometrycausesthe space-timeto evolve, so that it becomes
unclearhow the conceptof thermalequilibrium canapply. (Thereis, of course,an
approximatenotion of thermal equilibrium in the semiclassicallimit, since the
temperatureof the radiationis of order Ii.)
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We will ignoretheseproblemsin this paper.Ourworking hypothesisis that the
notion of black hole thermodynamics,andthe useof the euclideanpath integral to
probethe thermalbehavior,aresensible,at leastin a semiclassicalapproximation.

In this section,we will illustrate the euclideanmethod by applyingin to the case
of a black hole that carrieselectricor magneticcharge(the Reissner—Nordström
black hole). We particularly want to emphasizehow chargeprojection operators
are insertedinto the partition function, for the purposeof studyingthe thermody-

namicsof a particularchargesector.Similar chargeprojectionswill be invoked in
the subsequenttwo sections,which treat the cases of screenedelectric and

magneticcharge.

3.2. THE SEMICLASSICAL LIMIT

We are interested in the thermodynamicbehavior of a black hole in the
semiclassicallimit, the limit of small h. To define this limit precisely, we must
specifywhat quantitiesare to be held fixed as h approacheszero.

in a model of electromagnetismcoupled to gravity, there are two coupling
constants,Newton’s constantG andthe electromagneticgaugecoupling e. Both of
theseare to be regardedas classicalquantities; that is, they are held fixed as

h —s o~We emphasize(again)that e denoteshere the coupling that appearsin the
classicalaction, andhas the dimensionsof (action~1/2 Thus, e is related to the
electricchargee~,of an elementaryparticleby

e0=he. (3.1)

The semiclassicallimit of a black hole with mass M and electricchargeQ is

defined by holding both M and Q fixed as h —s 0. Thus, in this limit, the mass
becomesarbitrarily large comparedto the Planck mass(h/G)’~

2,and the charge
becomesarbitrarily largecomparedto the chargequantum he. In terms of black
hole thermodynamics,the length scale f3h is held fixed, where /3~ is the
black-hole temperature.In the semiclassicallimit, then, this length scale (the
typical wavelengthof a thermal radiation quantum) becomesarbitrarily large
comparedto the Plancklength (hG)t”2.

3.3. THE ELECTRIC CHARGE PROJECTION

We will now describe how the euclideanpath integral method is used to
evaluatethe partition function in a particular chargesectorof an abeliangauge
theory. At first, we will consider quantumfield theory on flat space-time(no
gravity). The extensionto includegravity will be discussedlater.

Let us briefly recall the standardmethod of deriving the path integralexpres-
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sion for the partitionfunction of a gaugetheory[31]. We work in the gaugeA,, = 0

andevaluate

Z(/3) =Tr(e~) (3.2)

by summingover the basisof eigenstatesof A,(x) and 4(x) (where 4 denotesthe
matter fields). However, since only physical statesare to be included in the sum,
we must also insert a projection ontostatesthat satisfy the Gauss-lawconstraint.
We thusobtain

Z(~)= fdA1(x) d~(x)dfl(x)(A
11, ~ (e~” A, ~), (3.3)

where 17(x) is a (time-independent)local gaugetransformations.It is importantto
notice that, since the Gauss-lawconstraint only requiresthat physical statesare
invariant undergaugetransformationsof compactsupport, 11(x) is restricted in
eq.(3.3) to obey

17(x) —si, xj ~r—scc. (3.4)

Now up to a factor of the volume of the local gaugegroup (which must be
removedby gaugefixing), eq.(3.3) may be reexpressedas

Z(/3) =fdA~d~exp(-SE[A, ~b]/h), (3.5)

wherethe histories AM(T, x), 4(r, x) are requiredto be periodic in euclideantime
i- with period ~h. Furthermore,as a consequenceof eq. (3.4), AT must satisfy

AT(T,x)—s0, r—s~. (3.6)

(We can recovereq.(3.3) andeq.(3.4) from eq.(3.5) andeq. (3.6) by imposingthe
temporalgaugecondition AT = 0.)

The partition function Z definedby eq. (3.5) includesa sum over all physical
states.But if the Hilbert spaceof the theory containssuperselectionsectors,we
may wish to considerZ restricted to a single sector. This requiresthat further
projectionoperatorsbe insertedin the path integral.

Let usspecializenow to the caseof an abeliangaugetheory (in the Coulomb
phase),and construct the partition function restricted to the statesof specified
electricchargeQ. A statein the charge-Qsectorsatisfies

U(f2)~Q)=e/”~Q~, (3.7)

wherethe gaugetransformation17(x) hasthe asymptoticform

(1(x) —s ei~*= const, r —s ~, (3.8)
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and UW) is the unitary operatorthat representsthis gaugetransformation.The
projectionoperatorontophysicalstatesof chargeQ is

PQ = f2~dWfdA( ) e/~U(e~~’~), (3.9)

where

e’~~—s 1, r —s ~ (3.10)

Thus, the partition function in the charge-Qsectormay be expressedas

Z(13,Q) =Tr(PQ e~)

=f2~~e_l~Q/hefdA(x)(A — ~3A, e t±c0)~Ie~°(A,

= f2~~e_IwQ/he2(p w). (3.11)

Here,

2(f3, w) =f dA~d~exp( -SE[A, ~]/h) (3.12)
/3/5, w

is (up to gaugefixing) the euclideanpath integral over configurationsthat are

periodicin T with period ph, andalso satisfy the constraint

exP(ief~drAT(T, x)) = e’~, r = ~. (3.13)

Note that eq. (3.13) constrainsonly the nonintegerpart of (e/2ir)f dr AT. By
combiningthe sum over the integerpart with the w-integral,we may extendthe

rangeof integrationto (— cc, cc), andrewrite eq. (3.11)as

~ dw
Z(13, Q) = f ~e/~Z(p, w), (3.14)

~ 2ir

where now Z(13, w) is definedso that the gaugefield is restrictedby

ej~dr AT(T, x) r=~ = (3.15)

This is our resultfor the partition function in a sectorof specifiedcharge.
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3.4. THE SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE

Let us now briefly review the euclideanpath-integralanalysisof the thermody-
namicsof an unchargedblack hole in the semiclassicallimit, as originally per-

formedby GibbonsandHawking [32].
If thermal fluctuations in the geometryare to be included,eq. (3.5) can be

extended to include an integral over the (euclidean) space-timemetric. The
integralovermetricsdividesinto topologicallydistinct sectors.The “trivial” sector,
which includes small fluctuations aboutflat space,is probed by integratingover
euclidean geometriesthat have the topology R~X§~. Gibbons and Hawking
arguedthat the thermodynamicsof a black hole with temperaturep1 can be
studiedby summingover geometriesthat havetopology §2>< §2 are asymptoti-
cally flat, andareperiodic in imaginarytime T with period ph.

To check this hypothesis,we shouldverify that the standardresultsof black-hole
thermodynamicscanbe recoveredfrom this prescriptionin the semiclassicallimit.
In this limit, the integral

Z(13) e~ = f exp(—SE/h) (3.16)
/31i

in a given topological sectoris dominatedby the solution to the euclideanfield

equationsin that sectorthat has the lowest euclideanaction. Our task,then,is to
find that solutionandto evaluateits action.

The crucial observationnow, is that the euclideansectionof the Schwarzschild
geometryhasthe §2 x §2 topology, andis periodicin imaginary time. To seethis,
considerthe somewhatmore general case of a static sphericallysymmetric eu-
clideangeometry,with metric

ds2 = e2~’dT2 + e2 dT2 + r2 df12, (3.17)

where ID and A are functions of r only. Supposethat e2”> 0 and e2’ > 0 for
r> r~,and e2” = 0 for r = r~.Thus, r = r~ is the location of an eventhorizon in

the lorentziancontinuationof this geometry.In the vicinity of r = r~this metric
can be rewritten in the form

ds2= ((ec~)’e ‘I

1=~+)
2R2dT2 + dR2 + r2 d122, (3.18)

where R = 0 at r = r~,and the prime denotesdifferentiationwith respectto r. We
seethat c- can be interpretedas the angularcoordinateon the Rr plane. But a
singularityat R = 0 can be avoided only if i- is a periodicvariablewith period 13h
where

2~(ph)~= (ern) e5 r~r~ (3.19)
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If this condition is satisfied,then the euclideanmetric eq. (3.17), with r ~ r~ is
topologically~2 x §2; it is the analyticcontinuationof that part of the lorentzian
geometrythat lies outsideor at the eventhorizon, andthetwo-sphereat the origin
R = 0 is the horizon two-sphere.By computing the proper accelerationof static
observersnear the eventhorizon of the lorentziangeometry,and usingeq. (3.19),
we find

K apropere”~= 2ir//3h, (3.20)

which is the relationbetweenthe surfacegravity K andthe black-holetemperature
p1 discoveredby Hawking [2].

in the specialcaseof the euclideanSchwarzschildsolution we have

2GM

e2°= e2” = 1——————; (3.21)

thus, r~=2GM, it = 1/4GM, and 13h = 87rGM.
Now we turn to the evaluationof the actionof this solution.This calculationis

somewhatdelicate, for two reasons.First, the euclideanEinstein—Hubertaction
includes a boundaryterm, and the action of the Schwarzschildsolution arises
solely from this boundarycontribution. Second,the boundaryterm is formally
infinite, to defineit, we mustperform an appropriatesubtraction.

The gravitationalactionhas the form

Sgr~iv= —

16~fd4x \/~R+ Shouilda~. (3.22)

The first term evidentlyvanishesfor a solution to the vacuumEinsteinequations,
or for a solution such that the stresstensorof the matterhasa vanishingtrace.In
such casesonly the boundaryterm contributes.

For later reference,wewill describethe evaluationof theboundaryterm for the

generalstatic,sphericallysymmetricgeometry,eq.(3.17).We will supposethat the
geometryis asymptoticallyflat, andwill take theboundaryto be r = cc~But sincea
subtractionwill be required,we will first supposethat the boundaryis at a finite
radius r, andwill take the r —s cc limit only after subtracting.

In thiscase,the boundaryterm can be written as

ShuUflda~= — x (volume of boundary); (3.23)

this is the rate, perunit of properdistance,at which the volume of the boundary
increasesas the boundaryis displacedin a direction along the outward-pointing
vectornormal to the boundary.The “boundary” at radius r is an §~X §2 with

volume = (e~°~f3h)(4~r
2), (3.24)
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andso we find

5bounda~= (— ~)e’~’1~r2 e”~). (3.25)

This expressiondivergeslinearly as r —s cc~

The prescriptiongiven by Gibbonsand Hawking is to subtractthe action of a

flat spacetimewith the sameinduced geometryat the boundary. In the present
case,the flat spacetimehasthe topology§3 X §1, andthe proper circumferenceof
the circle is e”~/3h.Thus, the “temperature”of the flat spacetimematchesthe
red-shiftedtemperaturethat would be measuredby a static observerat radius r in
the curvedspace-time.

The matchingflat geometryhas action

5hounda,~= (— ~) e”~’>(r2)’. (3.26)

if the functions e2’5 and e2t appearingin the metric have the asymptoticlarge-r
expansions

2A 2B
e2’ — I + ~, e2”~ 1 + ~, (3.27)

r r

then the subtractedaction is

Sl,()Ufld~,,.~— ~~J~d~Iry = — -~-~ ( B — 2A). (3.28)

Finally, if eq. (3.17) asymptotically solves the vacuum Einstein equations,then

A = B = GM, where M is the ADM mass,andwe have

5t,oundarv — = ~phM. (3.29)

Now we perform the semiclassical evaluation of the free energy of a
Schwarzschildblack hole by saturating the path integral with the euclidean
Schwarzschildsolution. We have

e~’ exp(~SSChWaSZ~ChjId/h), (3.30)

or

(GM)2 h
f3F(f3)=~PM=4ir hG = 167TG13’ (3.31)
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where we have usedthe relation 13h = 8~GMthat was derivedfrom eq. (3.19).
From this equation,we mayalso obtain the entropy

entropy= /3M-/3F(/3) = 4i~-(GM)2/hG, (3.32)

which agreeswith the Bekenstein—Hawkingvalue.

3.5. THE ELECTRICALLY CHARGED BLACK HOLE

We now proceedto the semiclassicalevaluationof the thermodynamicfunctions
for an electrically chargedblack hole.

The action is now

S=Sgra~,+Sem, (3.33)

where

Scm = ~fd4x ~FF~(,g~g~’. (3.34)

(We ignore, for now, the chargedmatterfields.) The stationarypointof the action
in the sectorwith §2 x §2 topologythat is periodicin imaginarytime with period
/3/1 and obeys the constraint eq. (3.15) is the euclidean Reissner—Nordström
solution,namely

— w / r~ — w r~
(3.35)

e~ = 1,

w 2 r~ w 2 r~ 2

~ = 1- 1- G(~) (—) - G(~) (—). (3.36)

From eq. (3.19)we determiner~to be

/3/1 2

r~=~—1+G —i— . (3.37)

Since the electromagneticstresstensor is traceless,the gravitationalcontribution
to the actionarisessolelyfrom the boundaryterm; evaluatingit usingeq.(3.28),we
find

2
S _5(~~fh=— 1 —G —gray gray 4G /3he +

(/3/1)2 4

= 1—G2 — . (3.38)
16trG
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The electromagneticcontributionto the action is

Scm

(13/1)2 2 2

= ____ — l+G — . (3.39)
8cr [3/Ic [3/Ic

Combiningthe two contributionsgives

(f3h)2 22

S — ~ = 1 + G — . (3.40)
l6crG f3he

Now we project out the contributionfrom the charge-Qsectorby integrating
over w as in eq. (3.14), obtaining

~ dw wQ 1 (p/1)2 2 2
exp[-13F(/3, Q)} = I ~_~ex~[_i~] exp - ~ 16~G1 + G(~_)

(3.41)

In the semiclassicallimit, /1 approacheszero with /3/1, Q, G, and e held fixed.
Thus,the w-integral canbe evaluatedin the steepest-descentapproximation.The
w-contour is deformedso that it passesthrough a saddlepoint on the imaginary
axis. (The contouris not rotated; its end mustbe fixed, or else Z(/3, w) will blow
up.) The semiclassicalexpressionfor the free energybecomes

F(/3, Q) = (17(13, ID) + QID) I stationary~ (3.42)

wherewe havedefineda new dummyvariable,

(3.43)

and

17(13, ID) = (1 — GID2)2. (3.44)
l6crG

We see that eq. (3.42) may be interpretedas a Legendretransform; ID is the
“chemical potential” coupled to the electric charge Q, and Q(p, ID) is the
associatedthermodynamicpotential.
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Thevalueof ID at the saddlepoint is ID = Q/r~this can be interpretedas the
electrostaticpotential differencebetweenthe black-holehorizonandspatial infin-
ity, for a black hole with electric charge Q and radius r~.In fact, the solution
given by eqs.(3.35)—(3.37),with ID assumingthis saddle-pointvalue, is the analytic
continuation to imaginary time of the Reissner—Nordströmblack hole solution
with electric chargeQ. This continuedsolution has imaginary Fyy, and negative

electromagneticaction.
An alternativeway to describethe semiclassicalcalculation,then, is as follows:

if the electricallychargedReissner—Nordströmblack-holesolution is continuedto

imaginary time, the euclideanaction of the continuedsolution, divided by /3/1, is
the thermodynamicpotential 17(~3,ID) of the black hole.This is the result found by
GibbonsandHawking [32].

The more familiar formulas of black-hole thermodynamicscan be recovered
from eq.(3.44)by Legendretransformationsandchangesof variable.For example,
we may write

/317 = 7(S — S’
0~t~)= ~/3(M — QID), (3.45)

where the first term is the gravitational action and the second term is the

electromagneticaction. (M is the black-holemass.)Therefore,

= ~/3(M + QID) = ~ (Sgrav - - ~ (3.46)

entropy= /3M — /3F = ~(S — 5(ulat)). (3.47)

From

~ (3.48)

8crG

Q=~~_ID(1~~GID2), (3.49)
4cr

we then obtain

(1 +X)2
/3h=2irGM x (3.50)

(GM)2
entropy=cr hG (1+X)2, (3.51)
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where we havedefined

1/2 l—GID2

X~ 1—————— = . (3.52)
GM2 1+GID2

3.6. THE EXTREME SOLUTIONS

According to eq. (3.50), the “extreme” Reissner—Nordströmblack hole with
= GM2 hasvanishingtemperature.This result hasa simpleheuristicinterpre-

tation. The electrostaticenergy Q2/2r~storedin the electric field (outside the

event horizon) becomescomparableto the mass M as the extreme limit is
approached.Hencethereis no massleft overat the centerto supportthe horizon;
the surfacegravity approacheszero, andwith it the Hawking temperature.

In fact, as the chargeto mass ratio approachesthe extremevalue, the inner
Cauchyhorizon at r=r_<r~ approachesthe eventhorizon at r=r~. The black
hole is dangerouslyclose to becominga naked singularity. In this context, the
cosmic-censorshiphypothesiscoincideswith the third law of thermodynamics.The
extremeblack hole appearsto be a stable object, unable to shed massby the
Hawking process.

So far, though, we haveneglectedthe coupling of the electromagneticfield to
electricallychargedparticles.(A coupling to particleswith chargehe was implicit,
in the constructionof the chargeprojectionoperator.)The chargedparticleshave
no effect on the leadingsemiclassicalanalysisdescribedabove,but haveimportant
effects that are higherorder in /1.

The electrostaticpotential at the horizonof an extremeblack hole is

ID=G’, (3.53)

(if Q is positive) andso the electrostaticpotentialenergyof an elementaryparticle

with chargeq at the horizon is qID = q/G. In the real world, then, a positronat
the horizon has enormouselectrostaticenergycomparedto its mass m. Hence,
dielectric breakdownof the vacuumoccursoutsidethe horizon. It is energetically
favorableto produce an e~e pair, allowing the electron to be adsorbedby the
black hole while the positron is ejectedto spatial infinity with an ultrarelativistic
velocity. By this process,the black holeneutralizesits chargeandreducesits mass

[33].
As a matterof principle, though,we are free to contemplatea fictitious world

such that the massm andchargeq of all elementaryparticlesobey

Gm2>q2. (3.54)

in this world, the objectswith the smallestratio of massto chargeare extreme
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black holes. Since electric charge is conserved, the decay of theseobjects to
elementaryparticlesis kinematicallyforbidden.

The only decaychannelthat is potentiallyavailableto an extremechargedblack
hole is a statethat containsblack holesof lower chargeandmass.At the classical
level, all extremeblack holeshavepreciselythe samecharge-to-massratio, so this

channel is just marginally forbidden. We are obligated, then, to consider the
quantumcorrectionsthat might renormalizethis ratio. There aresupersymmetric
modelsin which it is known that no renormalizationoccurs;in thesemodels,the
extreme black holes are (just barely) stable [34]. Stable extremeblack holes are
fairly genericeven in nonsupersymmetricmodels.The reason is that the charge
appearing in the relation Q2 = GM2 is really the charge of the black hole
renormalizedat a length scalecomparableto r~,while the chargethat entersthe
conditionfor kinematicstability is the chargerenormalizedat a largelengthscale.
If r~ is smallcomparedto the Comptonwavelengthh/rn (andthis is possiblefor
a black holethat is much heavierthan the Planckmassas longas q2/h << 1), then
the chargeis more effectively screenedby vacuumpolarization for a small black

hole than for a largeone. The lighter extremeblack holes, therefore,havemore
massper unit chargethan the heavierholes,and the heavierholes areunableto
decay.

These models that contain absolutely stable extreme black holes are a very
intriguing subject for further investigation.According to eq. (3.51), the extreme
holes have a large intrinsic entropy. Nonvanishingentropy at zero temperature
ordinarily indicates a degenerateground state, and so we are challenged to
understandthe nature of the degeneratestates.Furthermore,since the extreme
black holesarestableparticles,the issueof lossof quantumcoherencecomesinto

sharper focus. One might hope to construct an S-matrix that describesthe
scattering of elementary particles off of an extreme black hole. But if such
scatteringprocessesinevitably destroy quantum-mechanicalphaseinformation,
thenno such S-matrixshould exist.

3.7. MAGNETICALLY CHARGED BLACK HOLE

The semiclassicalanalysis of the thermodynamicsof a magneticallycharged
black hole is easierthan the analysisof an electrically chargedblack hole,because
the magneticchargeprojectionis simpler than the electricchargeprojection.

To project out stateswith magneticcharge P, we merely restrict the path
integral to configurationsthat havemagneticflux 4irP on the two-sphereat r = cc~

The semiclassicalevaluationof the partitionfunction in thissectoris dominatedby

the magneticallychargedeuclideanReissner—Nordströmsolution, which is the
analytic continuation to imaginary time of the lorentzian magneticallycharged
solution.This euclideansolution has the samegeometry(and gravitationalaction)
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as the continuationof theelectrically chargedReissner—Nordströmsolution,but it
has real F0,1, andpositive electromagneticaction. In the semiclassicallimit, we find

1 1
f3F(/3, P) = ~(5grav S~~))+ (3.55)

Since the analytically continued electrically chargedand magnetically charged
solutions have electromagneticaction of oppositesign, eq. (3.55) is the same
function of ,13 and P as the function of /3 and Q in eq. (3.46). Thus, the
magneticallychargedandelectrically chargedblack holeshave identical thermody-

namics.Of course,this agreeswith the standardanalysis[7]; the black holeswith
electricchargeQ andmagneticchargeP = Q havethe samesurfacegravity and

surfacearea.
We find, then, that the euclideanaction of the magneticeuclideanReissner—

Nordstromsolution is /3hF(/3, P), whereF is the free energy,while the euclidean

actionof theelectriceuclideanReissner—NordstrOmsolution is /3h17(f3, ID), where
17 is the thermodynamicpotential. This agreeswith the analysisof Gibbonsand
Hawking.

3.8. MAGNETICALLY CHARGED BLACK HOLES IN YANG-MILLS THEORY

The magneticallychargedReissner—NordstrOmblack hole is also a solution to
the field equationsof Yang—Mills theorycoupledto gravity.

Consider, for example, the ‘t Hooft—Polyakov model [28], in which SO(3) is
spontaneouslybrokento U(1) by the Higgs mechanism.This model, coupled to
gravity, actuallycontainsthreetypesof magneticmonopolesolutions,at leastif the
symmetry-breakingmassscaleis well below the Planckmass.

The first (light) type is essentiallythe ‘t Hooft—Polyakov solution, slightly
perturbedby gravitationaleffects. It is nonsingularandhas no eventhorizon; the
S0(3) gauge symmetry is restored in its core. The second (heavy) type is the
magneticallychargedReissner—NordstrOmsolution black hole. In this solution,

thereis no sign of symmetryrestorationnearthe eventhorizon.The Higgsfield is
covariantlyconstanteverywhereoutsidethe horizon [35].

The third type of solution was discovered only very recently [36]. It may be
describedas a small black hole embeddedinsidethe coreof a magneticmonopole.
For a sufficiently small black hole, the Reissner—NordstrOmsolution is classically
unstable.The solution of the third type, which has a nontrivial Higgs field core
outsidethe horizon, is favored instead.The condition for classicalstability of the
Reissner—NordstrOmsolution is ~ ~ , where n is the magneticchargein
units of 1/c, and /Lç’ is the Compton wavelength of the vector meson that

acquiresmassvia theHiggsmechanism.Extremesolutionsof the third type do not
exist—black holes inside monopolesalways have a finite temperatureand emit
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Hawking radiation. The extremeReissner—NordstrOmsolution is classicallystable
only if n ~ee2/(G~).

We may also considera model in which the unbrokengaugesymmetry is a
nonabeliangroup H. There will againbe both nonsingularmonopolesand (two
types of) magnetically chargedblack holes. Suppose,to be definite, that the
unbrokengaugegroup is H = SU(N)/7/N; that is, all fields transform trivially
under the center 77N of SU(N). The magnetic field of an SU(N) magnetic
monopolecanbe written in the form

Fob = ~_i sin 0, (3.56)

where e is the gaugecoupling; P is a matrix in the Lie algebraof SU(N) that, in
order to satisfy the Dirac quantizationcondition, mustbe suchthat

exp(2it-i1) = exp(2n-in/N)1~ 7/s. (3.57)

This elementof the centeris the topological magneticchargeof the monopole[29].

For each nonzero value of the ~ charge n = 1, 2, 3,..., N — 1, there is a
uniquemagneticfield configurationthat is classicallystable[29,37].In this configu-
ration(and in a particulargauge),the matrix P is the diagonalmatrix

n n n—N n—N
P=P mdiag — ... — ... . (3.58)

N ‘N N N

N — n times n times

Of course, if SU(N) is unbroken,then we expect this theory to be confining,
and the classicalmagneticfield will be screenedat long range.We will further
considerthe consequencesof this screeningin sect. 5. For now, we merely note
that, since the 77N magnetic chargehas a topological meaning, it is easy to
constructa projection onto a sector with a definite value of 2N charge, by
restrictingthe path integral to field configurationswith a specified2N flux on the
two-sphereat r = cc~The black-holepartitionfunction in eachnontrivial sector,in
the semiclassicallimit, is dominatedby the stable classicalblack-holesolution—
either the euclideanReissner—NordstrOmsolution, with the magneticfield given
by eq. (3.56) and eq. (3.58), or, if the Reissner—NordstrOmsolution is unstable,a
solution analogousto that describedin ref. [36]. (But effectsthat are nonperturba-
tive in /1 candrasticallychangethe story, aswe will seein sect.5.)

To completethis classical discussion,we will find the mass of the extreme
Reissner—NordstrOmblack hole with 77N chargen. The easiestway to do this is to

apply the result that the extremeblack holesin the abeliantheoryhaveGM2 = P2
actingas a sourcein the Einsteinequations,thefield of an SU(N) monopolewith
chargen is equivalentto that of a U(1) monopolewith a chargeP~that we can
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compute[38].The conventionalnormalizationof the SU(N) generators(andof the
gaugecoupling e) * is such that tr F~th in the nonabeliantheory is equivalentto

in theabeliantheory. Hence, the massM~of the extremeblack hole with 2N

chargen is given by

1 1 n(N—n)
GM,~=P,~TrP2=(~) N n=1,2,...,N—1. (3.59)

If the dimensionlesscoupling constant he2 (renormalized at a distance scale
comparableto the sizeof the black hole) is small,then M,, is much larger then the

Planckmass,so that semiclassicalmethodsare reliable.
If thereare light nonsingularmonopolesthat carry the 2~charge, then the

extreme Reissner—Nordströmsolution will be classicallyunstable[36]. But if the

symmetry-breakingmass scale is large enough, then the (n = ±1) magnetically
chargedReissner—Nordströmblack hole is the lightestmagneticallychargedobject
in the theory, andmustbe absolutelystable,in fact, in that event,the magnetically
chargedblack hole is stable for eachvalue of the chargen, for accordingto eq.
(3.59), thereis no lighter object with the sametotal magneticcharge.

4. Screenedelectric charge

4.1. ~ ELECTRIC CHARGEPROJECTION

We will now consideran abelianHiggsmodel in which U(1) is spontaneously
brokento 2N’ as describedin sect. 2. 2N electric chargeis screened,and so, has
no effect on the geometryof the hole, in the classicalapproximation.But the
chargedoeshavequantumeffects,effects that, aswe will see,arenonperturbative
in h. Wewish to calculatehow the 2~electric chargemodifies the thermodynamic
behaviorof the black hole [25,26].

In this model, the chargesuperselectionsectorsare labeledby the 2N charge,
andour first task is to find the euclideanpath integralprescriptionfor computing
the partition function restrictedto a particularchargesector.For this purpose,we
note that the periodicconfigurationsof finite action mustbe such that

21r
ef dr AT(r, x) r~ = ~k, (4.1)

where k is an integer.(Otherwise,the contributionto the action arisingfrom the

But see the remarkaboutthe normalizationof e in Section 4.2 below.
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covariantderivativeof theHiggsfield is divergent.)Thus,the integraloverw in eq.
(3.14)collapsesto a sumover k. We thereforefind that

Z(/3, Q) = Nk~ k), (4.2)

where

Z(/3,k)=f exp(-SE/h) (4.3)
f3h, k

is the euclideanpath integral over configurationsthat are periodic in euclidean
time with period /3/1 and satisfy the constraint eq. (4.1). Evidently, Z(/3, Q)
dependsonly on Q modulo Nhe, the chargethat is not screenedby the conden-
sate.

An alternativeway to deriveeq. (4.2) is to repeatthe derivationin subsect.3.3,
but insertingthe 7~Ncharge-projectionoperator

1 N—i
PQ=~ ~ exp(—2crikQ/Nhe)U(k) (4.4)

k=O

into the path integral, where U(k), the operator that representsa local 7~N

transformation,actson a charge-Qstateaccordingto

U(k) I Q) = exp(2crikQ/Nhe)I Q). (4.5)

If we are interestedin the caseof a black hole with specified7~Nelectric charge,
thenwe integrateoverthe geometryas well, restrictedto the sectorwith topology
§2 X §2, In this context, eq. (4.1) has a rather remarkableinterpretation.If we

regard FrT as a magneticfield, then J~°dc- A,. = f dr dT Fr,. is the magneticflux
in the r~plane, and k is the vorticity, the value of the flux in units of the flux
quantum2cr/Ne. The electric chargeQ determinesthe phasesthat weight the
different vorticity sectors. In fact, as we will explain in more detail below, the
integer k can be interpretedas the net number of virtual cosmic string world
sheetsthat wraparoundthe black hole.The phasethat accompaniesthe contribu-
tion from the sectorwith vorticity k in eq.(4.2), then, is preciselythe Aharonov—
Bohm phaseacquiredby the virtual string, if the black hole carrieschargeQ.

We will briefly explainhow the resultsof this sectioncan be generalizedto the
casein which the unbrokenlocal symmetrygroup is a nonabelianfinite groupH.
In this case,an operatorcanbe constructedthat projectsout statesthat transform
asa specified irreduciblerepresentation(~)of H; this projectionoperatoris

E X~(h)*U(h). (4.6)
hEH
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Here U(h) is the operatorthat representsh E H actingon Hilbert space,n~1is the
order of the group,~ is the characterof the irreduciblerepresentation(,a), and
n,2 is the dimensionof (u). By inserting this projection operatorinto the path
integral,we obtain an expressionfor the partition function restrictedto the charge
sectorcontainingstatesthat transformaccordingto ~ The result is

Z(/3, (u)) = ~ _x~(h)*Z(13, h), (4.7)
~Il h~H

where Z(f3, h) is the euclideanpath integral overconfigurationsthat areperiodic
in euclideantimewith period /3/I andsatisfy the constraint

P exP(i~f dr A,.(r, x) I r=~) h. (4.8)

For the caseof a black holewith H-charge,the constraintrequiresa vortexwith
“flux” h E H to occupythe rr plane. Once again,the interpretationis clear. The
factor (1/n,)X~(h)* that weights the sectorwith vortex flux h is precisely the
Aharonov—Bohmfactor acquiredby a virtual cosmic string with flux h that winds
aroundthe black hole.The reasonthat this “phase”has modulusless thanunity is
that a string that is initially unchargedmay exchangechargewith the black hole
during the winding, and the virtual string can be reannihilateonly if it remains
uncharged.The probabilitythat thestring remainsunchargedafter winding around
an object that carries charge(~)is just J(1/n,)x~(h)I2 the absolutevalue
squaredof the weight factor appearingin eq.(4.7) [39].

4.2. SEMICLASSICAL THERMODYNAMICS

As in sect. 3, we find the semiclassicalthermodynamicbehaviorof a black hole
with

7~N electric chargeby evaluatingeq. (4.2) in the limit /1 —s 0, with /3/1 held
fixed. But now, in taking the limit, we will treat the chargeQ differently than
before.

In the standardsemiclassicallimit (invokedin sect.3), the classicalchargeQ is
heldfixed as /1 gets small. In this limit, the chargequantumhe becomesarbitrarily
small comparedto Q. And the Aharonov—Bohm phaseexp(—2criQ/Nhe),ac-
quiredwhen chargeQ circumnavigatesflux 2cr/Ne, oscillateswildly. The oscilla-
tions wipe out the Aharonov—Bohm interference; the Aharonov—Bohm effect
(which is quantummechanical)doesnot survive in the standardclassicallimit.

We are interestedin a different case,in which the 2N chargeis held fixed as /i
getssmall. Thus, we fix Q/Nhe, the classicalchargein units of the chargeof the
condensate,rather than Q. Then the Aharonov—Bohmphasesappearingin eq.
(4.2) are well behaved, and effects that dependon the 2~ charge can be
investigated.
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The model that we arestudyinghasthe action

S = Sgj~,,,+ ~em + SHiggs, (4.9)

with 5grav as in eq. (3.22), ~em as in eq.(3.34), and *

5Iliggs = ~fd4x ~[g~(a~ — ieNA~)~*(h,,+ ieNAj~

+~A(I~I2_~2)2+~I2R1. (4.10)

(We mayignorethe fields that carry nontrivial 7~Nelectriccharge,for theyhaveno
effect on leading semiclassicalresult.) Note that we have adopted (with some
reluctance)unrationalizedunits such that the gauge field kinetic term in the
euclideanLagrangedensity is (1/8cr)(E2 + B2). We do so to be consistentwith
the notationof sect. 3, andwith mostof the literature on chargedblack holes.(In
the rationalizedunits usuallyfavoredby particlephysicists,the gaugefield kinetic
term is -~(E2+ B2), andthe conditionsatisfiedby an extremeReissner—NordstrOm
black hole is Q2 = 4crGM2.)Thus we are normalizing the gaugecoupling e in a
mannerthan departsfrom the common convention;the (morecommon)rational-

ized coupling Crat is related to our e by

e2= ~ (4.11)

We wish to caution the readerthat, in our units, the “fine structureconstant” is
ci = he2 = he~,,~/4cr.

To evaluate Z(j3, k) in the semiclassicallimit, we seek the solution to the
euclideanfield equations,of lowest action,that hastopology§2 x ~2 is asymptoti-

cally flat, is periodic in c- with period /3/1, andhas vorticity k. Since the magnetic
flux quantumis independentof /1, increasingthe vorticity increasesthe actionof
this solution by an amount that is independentof /1. Therefore,to computethe
leadingcharge-dependentcorrectionsto the partition function in the semiclassical
limit, we needonly retain the sectorswith vorticity k = 0 and k = ±1.

Hencewe find

Z(/3, Q) ~[Z(/3~ k=0) +2cos(~)Z(/3, k= 1)~, (4.12)

or

Z(/3, Q) _ 2crQ Z(/3, k 1)
— 1 — 2 1 — cos . (4.13)

Z(13,Q=0) Nhe Z(13,k=0)

* In the subsequentdiscussion,we set f = 0. The resultsarequalitatively similar for ~ � 0.
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The k = 0 solution is just the euclideanSchwarzschildsolution,so we have

Z(13 k=1)

Z(/3, k0) —~-C(/3h)exp(—LISyortex/h). (4.14)

Here,

LI Svortex =
5vortex — 5Schwarzschild’ (4.15)

where ~vortex is the action of the k = 1 solution, and ~C(/3h)> 0 is a ratio of

functionaldeterminants.(This ratio is positive becausethe phasesthat arise from
the negativemodesin the integrationovergeometriesaredivided out.)Taking the
logarithmof eq. (4.13), we find the leadingcharge-dependentcontributionto the
black-holefree energy

2crQ
/3F(/3, Q) -/3F(/3, Q=0) [1 _cos(~)]C(/3h) exp(-LIS~,,,rtex/h).

(4.16)

Now we may invoke the thermodynamicidentity

c9(/3F)
M(f3, Q) = (4.17)

to find

M(/3, Q) —M(/3, Q=0)

2n-Q hLIS
= — 1 _cos(~) ~exC(13h) exp(—LISvortex/h), (4.18)

the expressionrelatingthe mass,charge, and temperature.(We haveneglecteda
term that is suppressedby an additional powerof /1.)

Note the significanceof the sign of BzISy,,rtex/8(13h).If it is positive, thenadding
chargereducesthe massof a black hole of giventemperature,andcorrespondingly
reduces the temperature of a black hole of given mass. Conversely, if

aLlSvortex/a(/3h) is negative, then adding chargeheatsup a black hole of given
mass.

To go further, we must calculate ~ Let us assumethat the vortex is
rotationally invariant, satisfyingthe ansatz

~=~/~p(r) exp(—2crir//3h), (4.19)

eA,.= 7~f3/I[1-a(r)], (4.20)
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andwith the geometryof the form eq.(3.17).Then the actioncanbe expressedas

~grav— 5~aa2= 13h~~dr(— ~) [e~~ + e~t~(2rA’— 1)]

1 /3/1
— ~crr2~+ -~- lim [r e~(1— e’~)I (4.21)

(wherewe havedone an integrationby parts,and usedeq. (3.19) andeqs.(3.25),
(3.26)), and

5matter Scm+ 5Higgs

1 2cr 2
= /3hfdr r2{~ ( NePh) [e_~+1)(a~)2 + e~_~(Ne)2p2a2]

+ e~~°~A(p2— r2)2}. (4.22)

(Theprimes denotederivativeswith respectto r.) By demandingthat the action is

stationary,we obtain coupleddifferential equationssatisfiedby ID(r), A(r), p(r),
and a(r).

ln the next two subsections,we will describehow theseequationscanbesolved
analytically, and the action of the solution explicitly computed,in two different
limiting cases.First, though,we remarkon how eq.(4.13)generalizesto the casein

which the unbroken local symmetrygroup is a (not necessarilyabelian)discrete
groupH. In eq.(4.7), we expressedthe partitionfunction Z(/3, (p~of a black hole
with H-charge (.~) as a weighted sum of contributionsfrom sectorsof specified

vorticity. The path integral Z(J3, h) restrictedto the sectorwith vorticity h actually
dependsonly on the conjugacyclassto which h belongs,for h —s h’hh’~undera
global H-transformation. Furthermore, CPT-invariance implies Z(f3, h) =

Z(/3, h’); and h-string that wraps in one sensearoundthe black hole is equiva-
lent to an h string that wraps in the oppositesense.Barringfurther symmetries

or accidentaldegeneracies,the chargedependenceof Z(,3, (p)) will be dominated
in the semiclassicallimit by vortices belongingto a singleclass(and the inverse
class), the vorticesof lowest euclideanaction. If we denotethe class that domi-
natesby a, then the generalizationof eq.(4.13)becomes

Z(/3,(/L)) 1 Z(/3,cr)
= ~2 1 — 2n 1 — —Re ~/°~ , (4.23)

Z(/3, (p.) = (0)) ‘~ n~ ‘~ Z(f3, {e})

wheren~is the order of the class.
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4.3. THE THIN-STRING LIMIT

We first considerthe limit in which the natural thicknessp.1 of the string is
much lessthan the radius r~—~2GM of the eventhorizonof the black hole. (Here

= (NecY’ is the Comptonwavelengthof the massivevector meson.)In this
limit, the vortex shrinksto a point at the origin of the ri- plane.The matterfield

configurationnear the origin looks just like the cross sectionof a straight cosmic
string in flat space.We may interpret this configurationas the world sheetof a
virtual string wrappedtightly aroundthe minimal two-sphere(the “horizon”) of
the euclideanSchwarzschildgeometry.

To startwith, we will makean additional assumption,that the stringtension is

small in Planckunits,or

GI~tri,ig*‘~~1. (4.24)

Here L,tring is the tensionof a straightcosmic string in flat space;it hasthe form

1~tring= ~t’2f(A/e2), (4.25)

where f is a slowly varying function such that f(i) = 1 [40]. (There is a gravita-

tional correction to eq. (4.25), as the string has a G-dependentgravitational
self-energy;this correctionmay be ignoredunderthe assumptioneq. (4.24).)

Now there are two contributions to the action that we must consider: the
contribution 5fl1,ttcr = 5em + 5}liggs due to the matter fields, and the gravitational
contribution ~ Since the matterfield configuration is a vortex localizedon the
minimal two-sphere,we have

5i11~ttcr = 4crr ~‘~(riflg~ (4.26)

To estimate 5gr~v’ we note that, for GL~riI~g~ 1, the geometry of the vortex
solution is close to the euclideanSchwarzschildgeometry;the perturbationof the
geometry is of linear order in GT,iring. And since the euclidean Schwarzschild

geometryis a stationarypoint of the Einstein—Hilhcrt action, the change in the
gravitationalaction is of secondorder. Thus,we have

1 — 2

LISgr,,v= o (GL.tring) , (4.27)
l6crG

which canbe neglectedcomparedto 5fl1,ttcr~ We thereforefind

(p/I)2 -

‘~,tring’ GT
0ring -‘rz I . (4.28)

‘F cr
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In fact, we can go further, andfind an expressionfor LIS~0~~~5in the thin string

limit without making the assumptioneq. (4.24). We may replace
5m,,ttcr by an

effective action (the Nambu—Goto action for a relativistic string with tension
Laring) thus the “matter” actionbecomes

5N0 = (world-sheetarea)~ (4.29)

Here 7~tringis not, in general,the sameas ‘~tringgiven by eq.(4.25),because
may include G-dependentgravitational corrections. In the vortex solution, eq.
(4.29) coincideswith eq.(4.26),exceptthat T,tring hasreplaced~

Now consider5grav’ The stresstensorof a static straightstring along the z-axis,

integratedovera planarslice perpendicularto the string, hasthe form

fd2x ~IKOily = ‘~triflg diag(1,0, 0, 1), (4.30)

where h is the inducedmetric on the slice. From the Einsteinequation,we have

R = 8crG0~, (4.31)

andtherefore,usingeq. (4.30),

— 16~Gfd4x ~/~R = —(area)~
5~5~~, (4.32)

which exactlycancelseq.(4.29).
It remainsto compute

5hou,ida~’Outsideof the pointlike vortex, the geometryis
(locally) a euclideanSchwarzschildsolution. But the point vortex can modify the
relation between /3h and 5bounda~~To find the correct relation, it is helpful to
notice that the problem of finding the geometry outside the vortex, but at a
distancefrom the vortex that is much less than r~,is equivalent to another

problemwith a well-known solution: theproblemof finding the geometryoutsidea
static straightstring[41]. The geometryoutsidethe staticstraightstring is a conical
spacewith a deficit angle

= 8crGI,,
0. (4.33)

It follows that the effect of the pointvortex at the origin is to modify the condition
eq. (3.19); it is replacedby

13h
2cr—~=————— (4.34)

4GM’

where M is the mass appearing in the euclidean Schwarzschildsolution that
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describesthe geometryoutsidethe vortex. Now, the boundarycontributionto the
action of the vortex solution is relatedto M as in eq. (3.29), so we find

(/3/1)2

S — S~’~= 11 — 4GT 4 35vortex gray 1 6crG ‘~ string

or

1
LISyortex = ~ — 4G7~trjiig)~. (4.36)

By combiningeq. (4.36) and eq. (4.18), we find the leadingcharge-dependent
contributionto the massof a black holeof given temperature.Sincewe also know
that the leadingcharge-independentcontributionsto the massis M /3h/8crG,
we caninvert eq.(4.18),andfind thecharge-dependentcorrectionto the tempera-
ture of a black hole of given mass.The result is

f3~(M,Q)-/3’(M, Q=0)=

2crQ 2

— 2~MC(
8crGM)I _cos(~) exp(_16~cr(GM)7~tring/h), (4.37)

wherewe havedefined

= (i — 4GI~tr
5ng)

1. (4.38)

Thus, the ZN electricchargeon a black hole lowersits temperaturecomparedto
the temperatureof an unchargedhole with the samemass.This effect has the
samesign as the effect of unscreenedelectric charge,in the caseof the Reissner—
NordstrOmblack hole.

4.4. THE THICK-STRING LIMIT

We now considerthe opposite limit, in which the natural string thicknessis
largecomparedto the size of the black hole. In this limit, the actionof the vortex
canbe expandedin powersof (p.r~)2.The leadingterm in this expansioncan be
obtainedby setting u2 = 0 in eq. (4.22). Then the action is minimized by setting
p = 0 everywhere,andthe equationsto be solvedbecomeidentical to thosefor the

purely electromagneticcase,which we havealreadyanalyzedin subsect.3.5. Thus,
thevortex action is given by eq.(3.40), with in = 2cr/N. We thereforehave

cr 1 G 2cr2
= 1+— — . (4.39)vortex 2(Ne)2 2 (p/I)2 Ne
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In the limit /1 —s 0 andu2 —s 0, the leadingcharge-dependentcontributionto the
mass of a black hole of given temperature is found by combining eq. (4.39) with eq.
(4.18). We may invert this relation, as before, to find the charge-dependent

correctionto the temperatureof a black holewith givenmass.The resultis

/3~(M, Q) -f31(M, Q=0)

/1 2crQ
= C(8crGM) 1—cos —

2048crG~M~(Ne)4 Nhe

cr 1
xexp — 1+ . (4.40)

2(Ne)2 32GM2(Ne)2

We seethat, in the thick-string limit, adding chargeto a black hole of fixed mass
actually causesthe black hole to heatup. This behavioris the oppositeof that
found in the thin-stringlimit or in the Reissner—NordstrOmcase.

The leading t’2-dependent correction to LISy,,rtcx is of order i’2r~=

1/(Ne)2(p.r÷)2,and so is small compared to the expression in eq. (4.39) provided
p.r~~1, which is just the condition for the natural string thicknessto be much
largerthan the sizeof the black hole. It is instructiveto compareeq. (4.39)with eq.
(4.36), which was derived under the assumption p.r~>~1. Supposethat the back
reaction of the matter fields on the geometry is a small effect, so that the

background geometry of the vortex is very close to the euclidean Schwarzschild
geometry; this is true if

GL,tring ~ 1 (4.41)

in the thin-stringlimit, or if

G 2cr2
<<1 (4.42)Ne

in the thick-string limit. We then have

= 2crL,2r~ (4.43)

(taking Taring = ~ and

~ 2(Ne)2 (4.44)

Thus, the thin-stringand thick-string expressionsfor the vortex action crosswhen
r÷=p.~=(NeiY1, asonewould expect.
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We note that eq. (4.44) hasa simple interpretation.Recall that the vortex may

be interpreted as a virtual-string world sheet that envelops the black hole. Because
the string has a finite thickness of order p. the action of a string world sheet has

a nonzero minimum value. In flat space, this minimum is of order

cr
5wor!d sheet 4crp.~2Tstring (4.45)

(Ne)

This agrees reasonably well with eq. (4.44).

4.5. THE ELECTRIC FIELD

We emphasizedin sect. 2 that the ZN electric chargeon a black hole can be
measuredby meansof the Aharonov—Bohminteractionof the hole with a cosmic
string. Now we have seen that an observer who is not equipped with a cosmic
stringcan also detect the charge,by measuringboth the massandthe temperature

of the black-holeradiation.
Even this is not the whole story. Although the black hole has no classical hair,

various local observables acquire charge-dependent expectation value due to
quantum effects. in particular, there is an electric field outside the event horizon;

it could be detected by an experimenter armed with electroscopes and pith balls.
To understand the origin of this electric field, consider the virtual process in

which a loop of cosmic string nucleates at a point on the event horizon of a black
hole, sweeps around the horizon two-sphere, then shrinks and annihilates at the
antipodal point. The virtual string has magnetic flux in its core; hence its motion
creates an electric field orthogonal to the magnetic field and the direction of
motion, an electric field in the radial direction. The time-integrated value of this
radial field is purely geometrical—although the electric field is proportional to
velocity, the time that the string spends at any point on the sphere is inversely
proportionalto velocity.

We must also average over all possible points of nucleation. This averaging
cancels the magnetic field of the string, but the radial electric field survives. We
now recognizethat our vortex solution, which is rotationally invariant and has
nonzeroFr,.~ represents this averaged string world sheet.

Now we add together the contributions from the sectors with vorticity k = ±1,

which correspondsto the two possibleorientationsof the virtual string. String
world sheets of opposite orientation generate electric fields of opposite sign; their
contributionswould cancelif the two sectorswereweightedequally. But if the 7~N

chargeon the black hole is nonzero,then the k = ±1 sectorsare weighted by
unequal Aharonov—Bohm phases, and the electric field acquires a nontrivial
expectationvalue.
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The calculationof the electric field is greatlysimplified if we assumethat eq.
(4.41) and eq. (4.42) are satisfied; then it is a good approximationto neglectthe
back reactionof the vortex on the geometry.Becausethe solutionswith k = 0 and
k = ±1 havethe samegeometry,we can easily computethe expectationvalueof a
local observableat a fixed space—timepoint in the vicinity of theblack hole. If we

do not make this approximation,then the computationof expectationvalues of
observables is a much more complicated and delicate task.

In each stage sector, we compute the (euclidean)expectation value of an
observable 5~as

(E~c) Z(131 ~ ~ exp(-2crikQ/Nhe)f ~ exp(-SE/h), (4.46)

where the path integral is restricted to configurations with vorticity k, and
Z(/3, Q) denotesthe partition function in the sectorwith charge Q. Lorentzian
expectationvaluesmay thenbe obtainedto real time.

Applying this formula to the electric field in the black-holesector,we find, in
the semiclassicallimit,

2crQ
K ~ = — i sin( Nhe ) C( /3/1) exp(~LISvortex/h) ( ~ (4.47)

where (F)vortex denotesF in the k = 1 vortex solution. By continuing to real time,
we find the expectation value of the radial electric field,

2crQ
KE(r)~p,Q= sin( Nhe )c( /3/1) exp( —LISvortex/h)(Fr,.(r))vc,rtex. (4.48)

If we neglectback reaction,then we may find (F)vortex by solving the matter

field equations on the euclidean Schwarzschild background geometry. In the thick
string limit, the electric field of the vortex is well approximated, for r ~zp. —‘, by
the field of the eucljdeanReissner—Nordströmsolution. We thereforehave

(Fr,.( r ) )vortcx (~)4, r ~<p.- (4.49)

Wecan also find the asymptotic large-r behavior of the electric field by solving the
field equationperturbativelyin 1/r, withoutmakingany assumptionaboutwhether
p.(2GM) is largeor small. The result is

p. 1 2GMil~(Fr,.(r))yortex c(~) (_ + ~)( r ) e~T, r>> p.~ GM, (4.50)
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where C is a numerical constantof order one,and correctionsdown by further

powersof GM/r havebeenneglected.Thus we havefound that the expectation
value of the electric field strengthoutsidethe horizon is nonvanishingfor Q ‘�‘ 0,
andthat the field decaysexponentiallyfar away from the black hole.

Similarly, we can compute, in the leading semiclassicalapproximation, the
expectationvaluesof all powersof the electric field, obtaining

= chargeindependent

+ (~1)”~~cos(~ )C( /3/1) exp(~LISyortex/h)(Fr,.( r)C’)yortex, (n even),

(4.51)

(E(r)”~Q =

(— 1)~°0/2 sin(~ )c(/3h) exp(~LISy~rtex/h)(~,.( r)”)v,trtex,

(n odd). (4.52)

We emphasizethat the leading contributions to the expectationvalues of even
powers of E are charge-independent.They are just the effects of the ordinary
vacuum fluctuations of the free electromagneticfield (in a gravitational back-
ground), or, expressedin path-integral language,the effectsof one-loop correc-
tions in the k = 0 sector.The charge-dependentcorrectionsto theseareexponen-
tially small additions;thusthereis no needfor them to be nonnegative,and they

are not.
Eqs.(4.51) and (4.52) do not describethe momentsof a probability distribution

in which an exponentiallysmallbackgroundfield is addedto theusualdistribution
of vacuumfluctuations.Rather,exponentiallyrare events(in no one of which the
field is extraordinarilysmall) are addedto the usual distribution. This is typical of

tunnelingprocesses.Considerthe measurementof the total energyin some region
near an alpha-unstablenucleus. Most of the time, all one detectsare vacuum
fluctuations,but every once in an exponentiallyrarewhile an alphaparticlecomes
by.

If we attempt to constructp(E), the probability distribution whosemoments
match the expectationvalues(4.51) and(4.52), we encounteran apparentparadox.
The obviousansweris

p(E) = chargeindependent= a/I(E — E0) + a*~(E— E1~’), (4.53)
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where

a = +C( /3h) exp(~LISvortex/h) exp( — 2criQ/Nhe), E11 = i(Fr,.( r))vortex.

(4.54)

But this is preposterous;a probability distribution built of delta functions with
imaginarysupport is obviousnonsense.

We can discoverthe sensehiding behind this nonsenseif we rememberthe
dependenceof /1 on the semiclassicalapproximation. in leading semiclassical
approximation,the probabilitydistribution for theelectric field at a given point (or
indeedfor any dynamicalvariable) is of the form

p(E) = LA,(E) exp(B1(E)/h), (4.55)

wherethe B”s are independentof /1 andthe A’s are monomialsin h. ln our case,
there are three terms in this series. One is the leading one; thç others are

exponentially suppressed,but are still retained becausethey are the leading
charge-dependentterms.If one of the B’s is a real function with a maximum on
the realaxis, the correspondingterm in p simulatesa deltafunctionin the small-h
limit. However,evenif B is a complex stationary point, this still stimulates a delta
function (with complex support) provided the integral of interest has sufficient
analyticity that the contourof integrationcan be distortedthrough the stationary
point. An exampleis a Gaussianwith complex center, B, = — -~(E— z)

2. The
contribution of this term to (E”) is proportional to z”, for arbitrary complex z.

Of course,we don’t know the detailedshapeof B(E) from our computations.
All we know is E

0 and B(E0). (Even if we hadcomputedB(/3h) all it would have

told us is thevalue of A(E0)I B”(E0)I _t/2) Nevertheless,the generalsituationis
clear.The charge-dependentterm in p(E) actsin the small-h limit like a sum of
delta-functionswith imaginarysupport,but in fact, it is nothingof the kind; it is
somethinglike a gaussianwith complexcenter,a very rapidly oscillatingfunction
with very many very closely spacedmaxima andminima all along the real axis.

4.6. THE VORTEX AND THE NO-HAIR THEOREM

In the contextof the abelianHiggsmodel that we havebeenanalyzingin this
section,the no-hairtheoremstatesthefollowing [42]. If v2> 0, thenany stationary
(lorentzian) black-hole solution, such that all gauge-invariantobservablesare
nonsingularboth at the horizon and at spatial infinity, must have a vanishing
electromagneticfield, and a covariantly constantHiggs field, outsidethe event
horizon.
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The vortex solution that we haveexhibited here demonstratesthat thereis no
correspondingstatementabout euclideanblack holes.The vortex is stationaryin
the sensethat gauge-invariantquantitiesare T-independent,and it is analyticon
the minimal “horizon” two sphereat the origin of the rr plane. Thus, theredo
exist nonsingularstationarysolutions to the imaginary-timefield equationsthat
havetopology §2>< ~2 and are asymptoticallyflat, with a nontrivial Fr,. and an
r-dependentI I 2

The existenceof the euclideanvortex solution is inconsistentwith the no-hair
theorem,becausewhen the vortex is continuedbackto real time, it fails to satisfy
thehypothesesof the no-hairtheorem.For example,the electric field is imaginary.

We also note that, in a certain sense, the euclideanvortex is not static.
Although gauge-invariantlocal observableare independentof T, there is no
nonsingulargaugein which the Higgs field t~5 is r-independent,sincethe phaseof
the Higgsfield advancesby —2crk as c- increasesby /3/I. The vorticity k is a global
propertyof the solution that changessign under the transformationT —s —~.

Correspondingly,in any nonsingulargauge,if we perform the naivecontinuationto
real time, the gauge-invariantquantity I I 2 becomestime dependent.

Expectationvaluesof observableson the black-holebackgroundare obtainedby
summingcontributions from the variousvorticity sectors,as describedin subsect.
4.5. Theseexpectationvaluesare static, andhavesuitablereality properties,when

continuedto real time. In accordwith the no-hair theorem,though, the expecta-
tion valuesdo not solve the classicalfield equations;since the field equationsare
nonlinear,a sum of solutions is not a solution. In short, by performing the sum
over k, we proceedfrom nonstaticsolutionsto static non-solutions,thusviolating
the spirit of the no-hairtheoremwhile respectingits mathematicalcontent.

We should also remark that the statusof the no-hair theoremfor the abelian
Higgs system remainsunsettled,as was recently stressedby Gibbons [43]. The
(classical) no-hair property seemsvery plausible, but no fully satisfying and
sufficiently generalproofhas yet beenfound.

We concludethis discussionwith some further remarksconcerningthe p. —s 0

limit. Forclassicallorentzian black holes,this limit is highly singular.If p. = 0, then
a stationaryblack hole can havea electric field. But for any nonzerop. — however
small — no electric field is allowed.

Onemight hope that black holephysicswill behavemore smoothlyin the p. —s 0

limit, when the effectsof quantumhair are properly taken into account. Indeed,
for euclidean solutions, as we haveseen, the situation is different. Our vortex
solution smoothlyapproachesthe correspondingsolution, (with the samevalue of
in = 2crk/N) for a black hole coupledto masslesselectrodynamics.

Nevertheless,the discontinuousbehavior of black-holephysics in the p. —s 0
limit persists.We havefound that the expectationvalueof the electricfield outside

a black hole that carriesZN charge,while nonvanishing,is far from classical.It is,
in fact, exponentiallysmall for small /1. In contrast,if p. = 0, the expectationvalue
is h-independent.
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This discontinuousbehaviorseemsless mysterious,though, whenwe recognize
that the semiclassicallimit hasbeentakenin a muchdifferent way for a black hole

with ZN charge than for a black hole with ordinary electric charge, as we
emphasizedin subsect.4.2. A black hole with specified ZN charge has fixed
Q/Nhe, and so the electric chargeQ is of order /1. We can hardly expect this
object to behave like a black hole with a specified classicalcharge, in the limit
~—sO

If we want the semiclassicalphysicsof a black hole with quantumhair to behave
smoothlyin the p. —s 0 limit, then,we mustdefinethe semiclassicallimit differently
thanbefore. In particular,weshouldallow N to becomelarge;then the sum in eq.
(4.2) approximatesthe integral in eq. (3.14). However, there is a catch.To justify
replacingthe sumin eq.(4.2) by an integralas N —s ~, we require

Z(/3,k+1)—Z(/3,k)—sO. (4.56)

But, for v2 —s 0 (and neglectinggravitationalback reaction),we have

crk2
Z(/3, k) exp(—LIS~’~)= exp — 2 (4.57)

2/I ( Ne)

So Z(J3, Q) in eq. (4.2) will not be well approximatedby the corresponding
expressionin masslesselectrodynamicsunless

Nhe >> Q, h(Ne)2>> 1. (4.58)

The catch is that h(Ne)2 is a loop expansionparameter.Thus, if eq. (4.58) is
satisfied,the Higgsmodel is strongly coupled,and the semiclassicalevaluationof

Z(f3, k) cannotbejustified.
The conclusionis that,while it is conceivablethat, in a suitablelimit, the physics

of a black hole with screenedelectrichaircanmatch smoothlywith the physicsof a
black hole with unscreenedhair, this cannothappenwithin the domainof validity
of the semiclassicalapproximation.

In the next section,we will find that, in the caseof magneticquantumhair, the
situation is quite different.

5. Screenedmagnetic charge

5.1. TN MAGNETIC CHARGE PROJECTION

As we havealreadynotedin sects.2 and 3, a gaugetheorywith an unbroken
SU(N)/7LN gauge symmetry can contain magnetic monopoles with 1N magnetic
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charges.In the classicalapproximation,such a monopole has an infinite range
magneticfield. But if SU(N)/ZN is not spontaneouslybroken,we expectthat,due
to quantumeffects, the vacuumof the theory is magneticallydisordered.Hence
the theory exhibits color confinement—electricfields are confined to stable flux
tubes,andmagneticfields arescreened.The magneticfield of a monopoledecays
like e~’Tat long range,where hp. is the glueball massgap.

Nevertheless,in spite of the magneticscreening,the Z~magneticchargeof an
object can be detectedin principle at arbitrarily long range,by meansof the
nontrivial Aharonov—Bohminteractionof a magneticchargewith an electric flux
tube. It follows that, despite the screening, a stationary black hole can carry
magneticcharge[23]. Our objective in this section is to perform a semiclassical
analysisof the effect of ZN magneticchargeon the physicsof a black hole [25,26].

Evidently, the detection of ZN magneticchargewith an electric flux tube is
strikingly similar to the detectionof ZN electricchargewith a cosmic string. Since
we havealreadyanalyzedtheeffectsof ZN electricchargeon a black hole in much
detail,one maywonderwhetherit is really necessaryto repeatthewhole analysis
for the caseof magneticcharge.In fact, we will find that the semiclassicaltheory
of a black holewith Z,~magneticchargeis considerablydifferent than the theory
that we have alreadydevelopedfor a black hole with ZN electric charge. The
origin of the difference is alreadynoted in the precedingdiscussion:While the
screeningof electric fields dueto the Higgsmechanismis a classicalphenomenon

(zeroth order in /1), the screeningof magnetic field due to confinement is a
quantum effect (actually nonperturbative in /1).

To calculatethe effect of ZN magneticchargeon black-hole thermodynamics,
we must first devise a euclideanpath integral prescriptionfor computing the
partition function restrictedto a particularmagneticchargesector.For the caseof
U(l) magneticchargediscussedin subsect.3.7, we saw that a magneticcharge
projection was implementedtrivially—the sectorwith magneticchargeP is ob-

tainedby restrictingthe path integral to configurationswith magneticflux 4crPat
r = ~. In spite of the screening,a similar procedureapplies in the caseof Z

51~
magneticcharge. As explainedin subsect.2.4, the total magneticchargecan he
characterizedby the topology of the gaugefield (or, alternatively,the Higgs field)
on the two-sphereat r = ~. The chargeprojection is performedby restricting the
field configurationsto the appropriatetopologicalclass.

5.2. ELECTRIC-MAGNETIC DUALITY

Becauseof the strongsimilarity betweenZN electricandZN magneticcharge,it
seemsodd that the chargeprojectionsin the two casesare so different. We saw
that the expressioneq. (4.2) for Z(j3, Q) hasa very appealinginterpretation.We
may think of the vorticity k as the numberof times that a virtual-cosmic-string
world sheetwrapsaroundthehorizonof the black hole,andthe phasemultiplying
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Z(/3, k) is just the Aharonov—Bohmphaseacquiredby this virtual string. Surely,
we shouldbe ableto understandthe dependenceof black-holethermodynamicson
the ZN magneticchargein a similarway, for theeffect of the magneticchargeis to
weight the contributions due to virtual electric flux tubes by appropriate
Aharonov—Bohmphases.One suspects,therefore,that thereis an alternativeway
to constructthe ZN magneticchargeprojectionsthat is more closely parallel to
what we did for 7~Nelectric charge.

This is indeed the case,as we can see by performing an electric—magnetic

duality transformation[44]. In an SU(N) gaugetheorywith anunbrokenlocal 7~N

symmetry,statescanbe classifiedaccordingto how they transformunderZN. The

ZN electricchargeé is definedby

U(th) I = exp(2crithë/N)I ê~, (5.1)

where U(th) representsthe ZN transformationexp(2crith/N); this chargetakes
the values

é=O,1,2,...,N—1. (5.2)

We may insert the projection operator

1 N-I

P(ë) = ~ exp(—2crithê/N)U(th) (5.3)
,ii =0

into the path integral, as in subsect.3.3 and 4.1, to obtain an expressionfor the
partition function in the sectorwith chargeé; the result is

1 N-I
Z(f3, ê) = -~ ~ exp(—2crithê/N)Z(/3,th), (5.4)

= 0

where Z(f3, th) is a path integraloverconfigurationsthat satisfy the constraint

[PexP(ief~drA~(r~x))] =exp(2crith/N). (5.5)

In the black-hole sector, with topology §2 x §2 we may think of th as the
topologicalmagneticflux, or vorticity, in the rc- plane.Naturally, we caninvert the
Fourier transformandwrite

N-I

Z(/3,th)= (5.6)

Now consider the case of an SU(N)/ZN gauge theory that contains no
dynamicalZN electric or magnetic charges. Then we may think of é as the electric
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flux on each §2 parametrizedby 0 and ~. And imagine that the rr plane is
compactified to a two-sphere,so that the euclideanblack-holegeometryhas the
topology §2 x §2 The way to derive a duality relation is to interchangethe two

two-spheres,

§2(0 ~) -~-.§2(r, T). (5.7)

In other words,we may interpret eq. (5.6), regarding th as the magneticflux on

§2(p ~),andë as the electric flux on §2(r, T). So, at leastin the casewherethere

are no dynamicalmagneticmonopoles,the partition function of a black hole with
specifiedZN magneticchargeth is obtainedby summingthe sectorswith various
values of the electric vorticity ê, weighted by appropriatephases.The electric
vorticity is the numberof times that a virtual electric flux tube wrapsaroundthe
black-holehorizon, and the associatedphaseis just the Aharonov—Bohmphase
acquiredby the virtual flux tube. This is the result we expected.

5.3. THE THIN-STRING LIMIT

In a confininggaugetheory, the thicknessp. — andtension Tstring of an electric
flux tube are, in order of magnitude,

/I

~‘ Taring~ ~ (5.8)

where A is the characteristic mass scale of the theory. Of course, the tension and
massgapare really nonperturbativein /1; we may expressthe massscaleA as

(5.~)

where a is a short-distance cutoff, and e2(a) is the bare gaugecoupling. There is
no confinement,and no magneticscreening(at zero temperature),to any finite

order in the /1 expansion.
Now considerthe effect of ZN magneticchargeon a black hole, in the case

wherethe screeninglength p.—‘ is verysmall comparedto the size r + of the black
hole (the “thin-string limit”). The classicalblack-hole solution has a long-range
magneticfield, but the classicalapproximationis badlymisleadingin the thin-string
limit; nonperturbativeeffects screenthe magneticfield, and nearly extinguish it
entirely.

The leadingcharge-dependenteffectsin the thin-stringlimit aredueto a virtual
electric flux tube that wrapsoncearoundthe eventhorizon, with either orienta-
tion. Theseeffects are most easily analyzed, then, using the dual formulation
describedin the previoussection; the é = ±1 sectorsdominatethe charge-depen-
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dence in eq. (5.6). Of course,since nonperturbativeeffects are important, the
evaluationof the chargedependenceof the free energyis not, strictly speaking,
semiclassical.But if we imagine working with an effective field theory that
describesthe infraredbehaviorof the confiningtheory, then the analysisbecomes
virtually identical to that describedin subsect.4.3.

For p.r~>>1, the path integral in the sectorswith é = ±1 is dominatedby a
configurationwith a pointlike electric vortex sitting at the origin of the rr plane.
In this configuration,the effectivematter field action is

S~~.er4crr~iL~trjng, (5.10)

as in eq.(4.26).Proceedingas in subsection4.3, we find the leadingcharge-depen-

dentcontributionto the black-holetemperature,

2crth
/3~(M,th) —/3~(M,th) ~ {i _cos( N )] exp(—16cr(GM)2~,rjng/h),

(5.11)

(for GL.trjng << 1).
The virtual electric flux tubes that sweep aroundthe black hole generatea

radial magneticfield outside the horizon, as in the discussionin subsect.4.5. Of
course,F

64 is not gaugeinvariant in an nonabeliantheory, but we can character-
ize the field by considering,for example, the expectationvalue of the gauge-in-
variantoperatortr(F~).This behavesas

(Tr Fob(r)2)M~ chargeindependent

2crth
+cos N exp(_16cr(GM)

21~tring/h) e2’~. (5.12)

The charge-dependentfield is suppressednot just by the screeningfactor e2’~,
but also by the tunneling factor exp(—LIS~,~~/h).Notice that its dependenceon
th is different than that of the classicalsolution describedin subsect.3.8; it is
proportionalto cos(2crth/N)insteadof th(N — iii).

5.4. THE THICK-STRING LIMIT

Now we considerthe oppositelimit, in which the thicknessp.—‘ of an electric
flux tube is much larger than the size r~of the black hole. In this limit, it is more
convenientto implementthe magneticchargeprojection by restricting the path
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integral to configurationswith specifiedZN flux th. Then the evaluationof the
black-holepartition function, in the leadingsemiclassicalapproximation,proceeds
much as in the magneticReissner—Nordströmcasediscussedin subsect.3.7. The
path integral is dominatedby the magneticallychargedblack-hole classicalsolution
that we describedin subsect.3.8 (or, if that solution is unstable,by a solution
analogousto the oneconstructedin ref. [36]).

Of course,we areobligatedto considerthe nonperturbativecorrections.In the

thin-string limit, thesecompletely invalidatethe leadingsemiclassicalresult, as we
saw above. But in the thick-string limit, the nonperturbativecorrectionsto the
semiclassicalcalculation are small. The Yang—Mills action of the magnetically
chargedblack hole is dominatedby the magneticfield close to the eventhorizon.
In the thick-string limit, asymptotic freedom ensuresthat the gauge coupling
renormalizedat the distancescaler~ is small; hence,quantumfluctuationsabout
the classicalsolution are suppressednear the horizon. Nonperturbativequantum
correctionsare importantat a distanceof order p. — from the black hole, where
the magneticfield begins to becomescreened.But the nonperturbativecontribu-
tion to the Yang—Mills effective action is suppressed,relative to the classical
contribution, by a factor of order (p.r~)2,and so can be neglected in the
thick-string limit.

Therefore,in the thick-string limit, it is a good approximationto saturatethe
path integralwith the appropriateeuclideanclassicalsolution.For valuesof the
parameterssuch that the solution describedin subsect.3.8 is stable, then, the
thermodynamicsof a black hole with ZN magneticchargeth, in the thick-string
limit and the leading semiclassicalapproximation,is identical to that of a Reiss-
ncr—NordstrOmblack hole,where the effective chargeP

0, of the hole is

I th(N-th)

N (5.13)

(as in eq. (3.59); e
2 denotesthe gaugecoupling renormalizedat distancescaler~).

The effect of the chargeon the thermodynamicscan be quite significant; it can
evenlower the temperatureto zeroandshutdown the Hawking evaporationof the
hole.Furthermore,outsidethe eventhorizon, andfor r ~ the black hole has
a magnetic field that is well approximated by that of the classical solution.

5.5. SCREENED MAGNETIC CHARGE VERSUS SCREENED ELECTRIC CHARGE

As we haveseen,the physicaleffectsof screenedelectric andmagneticcharge
on a black holearesimilar in the thin-stringlimit, butdramaticallydifferent in the
thick-string limit. Why?

The differencearisesbecauseof the different roleplayed by /1 in the two cases.
The electric charge quantum is of order he. So ZN electric charge is really
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quantummechanical,and becomesirrelevant in the classicallimit. But the mag-
netic chargequantumis of order 1/e. So ZN magneticchargecanhaveeffects that

survive in the classical limit.
Furthermore,sincethe magneticflux carriedby a cosmicstring is of order1/c,

the cosmicstring is a classicalobject,andvirtual stringsariseasquantum-mechani-
cal fluctuationsonly very rarely. In contrast,an electric flux tube carriesa flux of
order he, andvirtual stringsoccur copiouslyas quantumfluctuations.The depen-
denceof black-hole physicson Zr,, electric chargeis dominatedby configurations
such that a single-string world sheet wraps around the black hole, even if the string
is very thick. But, because the electric flux tube carries a small flux, the cost in
effective actionof addinganotherflux tube,in the thick-string limit, is correspond-
ingly small. Thus, the dependenceon the 7~N magneticcharge is dominatedby

configurations that contain not a single string, but many. We may think of the
classical magnetic field as resulting from the “condensates” of the cloud of virtual
strings that surrounds the black hole.

Since an electric flux tube is really a nonperturbative object, it may seem
miraculous that the effectsof virtual electric flux tubesadmit a classicaldescrip-
tion. Asymptotic freedommakesthis miraclepossible.The effective action of the

cloud of virtual stringssurroundingthe holeis dominatedby the fields closeto the
event horizon, where they may be regarded as weakly coupled.

The sharp distinction between screened electric fields and screened magnetic

fields applies if we insist on analyzing both in the semiclassical approximation. A
confining theory that is weakly coupled at the event horizon of a black hole
exhibits much different physics than a Higgs theory that is weakly coupled at the
event horizon. But the distinction blurs as the confinement length scale becomes

comparable to the size of the hole, so that virtual electric flux tubes that envelop
the hole becomesuppressed,or if the Higgs theory is strongly coupled, so that
virtual cosmic strings are unsuppressed.

Our analysisof screenedmagneticchargeenablesus to reexaminean issuethat
we previously addressed in subsect. 4.6: It is possible for the physics of a black hole
with screened hair to match up smoothly, as the inverse screening length p.
approacheszero,with the physicsof a black hole with unscreenedhair?In the case
of ZN electric hair, we sawthat this is not possible if the Higgs theory is weakly
coupled. Insofar as a strongly coupledabelianHiggs theory resemblesa weakly
couplednonabeliantheory, it seemsappropriateto reopenthe questionnow.

Supposethat we introduce into an SU(N)/ZN gaugetheory the necessary
Higgs structure so that, by appropriately adjusting the parameters of the Higgs
potential,we may breakthe gaugegroup to the abeliansubgroupU(1)~ In this
“Coulomb phase”of the model, thereareblack-holesolutions that carry U(1)Nt
charges. Among these solutions are ones that have the same magnetic field as the
black-holesolutionsof a model with unbrokenSU(N)/ZN, the solutions that we
describedin subsect.3.8. But, in the Coulombphasethereis no confinementand
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no magnetic screening; the classical magnetic field survives at arbitrarily long
range.

Now, in the semiclassical approximation, the black-hole partition function in a

sectorwith specifiedmagneticchargeis dominatedby the correspondingmagneti-
cally chargedsolution. This is true in both the Coulombphaseand the confining
phase of the model. Furthermore, the black-hole solutions in the Coulomb phases
havea covariantlyconstantHiggs field. (The instability describedin ref. [36] does

not applyhere.The Coulombfield extendsall the way into the horizonwhetheror
not the Higgs field that breaks SU(N)/ZN to U(1)~t turns on outside the
horizon.)Thus,the leadingsemiclassicalthermodynamicsof a magneticallycharged
black holein theconfining phaseis identical to the leadingsemiclassicalthermody-
namicsof a chargedblack hole in the Coulombphase.

If the Higgssymmetry-breakingscalei’ is small, so that effects that depend on
the details of the Higgspotential may be neglected,the semiclassicalexpansionof
the partition function is the same,to eachorder in h, in the Coulomb phaseas in
the confining phase. Finally, we recall that nonperturhative corrections in the
confining phase are small when the confinement length scale is much larger than
the black hole. Weconclude that the physics of a magnetically charged black hole
in the confining phase, in the limit p.r~~< 1, coincideswith the physics of a
magnetically charged black hole in the Coulomb phase, in the limit et’r~<<1. In
this instance,no annoying discontinuity is encounteredas the inverse screening
length p. goes to zero.

Our study of screenedelectric and magnetic hair on black holes may be
summarizedas follows: The no-hair theoremsassertthat classicalhair is incompat-
ible with classicalscreening.But they leaveopen two possiblewaysto evadethe
dictum that a black hole hasno (screened)hair—eitherthe hair of the screening
(or, conceivably,both) may be quantummechanical.In a weakly coupled Higgs
system,the screeningof electric fields is classicalin the sensethat the screening
length p. is independentof h. We haveseenthat thisclassicalscreeningcanbe
reconciled with a nonvanishing electric field outside the event horizon of a black

hole, provided that the field disappears in the h —s 0 limit. On the other hand, in a
confining gauge theory, the screening of magnetic fields is quantum mechanical in
the sense that p. —5 0 as h —s 0. We haveseenthat this nonclassicalscreeningis
compatiblewith a classical(h-independent)magneticfield outsidethe horizon.

6. Dual formulation of brokensymmetryphases

In this sectionwe shall discussthe representationof Goldstoneboson,Stückel-

berg—Higgs,andaxion theoriesin dual form. The use of suchalternativerepresen-
tations can be a sourceof insight (or confusion) in a wide variety of problems,
including but not restrictedto black-holephysics.Wewill now work in lorentzian
space-time,unlessotherwisenoted.
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6.1. GOLDSTONEBOSON

To begin consider the theory of a massless scalar (Goldstone) field 4, described

by the lagrangian

Sf= ~F~(d.~4)2. (6.1)

(For simplicity we shallwrite our formulasin the form appropriatefor flat space.
Their generalization to curved space is more or less immediate; see below.) This
lagrangianmay also be obtainedfrom

+ ~ (6.2)

by eliminating .J~, which appears only algebraically. Indeed by setting the variation
with respectto J equal to zerowe find

“il = —iF20,,4, (6.3)

and substitutingthis into eq.(6.2) yieldseq.(6.1).
The same equations of motion result if we add a total derivative to the action.

Thus we will obtain the sameequationsof motion if we integratethe first term on
the right-handside of eq. (6.2) by parts,anddrop the surfaceterm.This procedure
gives us the lagrangian

1
+ ~ (6.4)

in which 4 appearsonly algebraically.The variationwith respectto ~ simply gives
us the constraint

8]’-’ = 0, (6.5)

expressingconservationof the current J. The lagrangian is just

..~t=~ (6.6)

subject, of course, to the constraint eq. (6.5).
In three-plus-onespace-timedimensionsonemay solve theconstraintby writing

JO’ = —i-~eO’~’8B
0 , (6.7)

where B is an antisymmetric tensorfield. Substituting this into eq. (6.6), we see
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that the Goldstone boson theory has been rewritten in terms of a two-index
antisymmetrictensorfield.

In curvedspaceonestartswith the Goldstonebosonlagrangian

.~Z=~F2~g00~/I0yt~. (6.8)

One mayobtain this from

~‘ j3~JO’+ 2~ gJO’Jr, (6.9)

In this formulation J°’= ~
1~gO”~t94t is a vector density which satisfies JO’ = 0

identically. B may be introducedas before, to solve the constraint;it is a proper
two-indextensor(the numericalepsilonsymbol is a tensordensity,andabsorbsthe
excess

Let us now briefly considerhow this formalism applies to the theory of a
complexscalarfield. Let rj be a complex scalar described by the lagrangian

(6.10)

where V is the potential term. Writing rj in polarform r~=p c”5 we have

~= (3~p)2+p2(a~~)2 — V(p). (6.11)

Now if p develops an expectation value of magnitude ~ we simply expand p

+ ~). Whereas p was constrained to be >0, we have —F ~ ~. The
4-dependenttermsin eq. (6.11) are then simply

~= ~(F + ~)2(0~)2 (6.12)

Now we can introduce the dual descriptionmuch as before. The lagrangianwill
still be of the current-squaredform, but the constraintfor the dual currentwill be
altered, to assume the form

(6.13)

This canbe solved in the form

—i ~O’~PIr~ B
y prr (614

2 (1+~/F)’

This expression becomes singular where ~ approaches its minimum (i.e. where the
magnitudep of the original scalarfield vanishes).
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Thus the dual formulationcan be extendedto the full complexscalartheory, in
a ratherstraightforwardfashion.Also, the larger theorywill tell us how to proceed,

in principle, at the singularity points where p = yT(F + ~) vanishes—such as
occursat the centerof cosmicstrings,wherethe earlier formulation breaksdown.

6.2. GAUGE COUPLING

The Goldstoneboson lagrangian(6.1) is invariant under the transformation

4 + A, where A is a numerical constant. We can promote this to a local
symmetrytransformationby couplingto a gaugefield with appropriatetransforma-
tion properties.Indeed,

2’= ~F2(3~~ + eA~)2 (6.15)

is invariant underthe local transformation

çb —s 4 + eA, A,~, A~— 8~A, (6.16)

where A is a function on spaceandtime.
The gauge freedom can be used to set ~ = 0. Then eq. (6.15) reducesto

that is to a masstermfor A. This is theHiggsmechanismin its simplest
form, as first presentedby Stiickelberg. It is also essentiallyequivalent to the
London theoryof superconductingelectrodynamics.As we havejust seenin the
global-symmetry case, 4 can be regardedas the phaseof an ordinary complex

scalarfield, that acquiresa vacuumexpectationvalue. This explains the additive
form of the gaugetransformationlaw (6.16). (TheStuckelberg—Londonlagrangian
is an approximation to the usual Landau—Ginzburglagrangian, in which the
magnitude of the scalar field is frozen and only its phase allowed to vary.)

To constructthe dual form of this theory, we introduce

1
9’— iJ~’(B~+ eA~)+ —J,,~. (6.17)

It is easyto verify that elimination of J from eq. (6.17) leadsright back to eq.
(6.15).Alternatively onemay integrateby parts,andeliminate i/I. This leadsto the
constraint8O’JO’ = 0 and to the simple lagrangian

92 ieJO’A + ~j2 (6.18)

with J~subject to the conservation constraint.
As before,we may solve the constraintby writing J in the form eq. (6.7). This

leads to the lagrangian

1 2
92 ~-eEO”~AO’0~B

0~,— EO’~PU8yBp,j) . (6.19)
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Thus the differencebetweenthe Goldstoneand the Higgs theories,in this dual

form, is simply the absence or presence of the first term on the right-hand side of
eq. (6.19). indeed this term is just the current—gaugefield coupling,written in a
slightly unfamiliar form. It may also be written in another, suggestive way after an
integrationby parts:

~eE’’”AO’c),, B01, —s ~eEilh~~hTFo,,Bp,r. (6.20)

in the first form the potential A of the gaugefield occurs,but only the combina-
tion H~,1,=

8~B,
0,+ cyclic permutations— i.e. the field strength— for the antisym-

metric tensor appears. In the second form the roles are reversed. Only the field
strength for the gauge field occurs, but the bare potential B appears. In the second
form, the simplechargecoupling has comecloselyto resemblethe 0-termof gauge

theories.This form of the gaugecoupling in the Higgs theorywill play a central
role in our analysisin sect. 7.

In sect.7 we shall needthe curved-spaceform of thedualized gaugetheory. For

future reference,then, let us recordthe generalizationof eqs.(6.17), (6.19):

~‘~JO’(a~ +eA~)+ 2F2~~”~~’ (6.21)

Y’ ~eeO”F~,, B01, + 2F2~ gJO’J”. (6.22)

The contribution of the first term in eq. (6.22) to the action is actually independent
of the spacetimemetric; it can be expressedin terms of a wedge product of

differential forms. The term S1~A ~ thatcouplesthe gaugefield to the antisymmet-
nc tensor field has the form

exp(iSBAF/h) =exp(~fBAF). (6.23)

6.3. AXION

As our final examplewe considerthe dual formulation of axion physics. The
basic lagrangian (for an axion coupled to an abelian gauge field) is

5~1 1f2(a~)

2 + ~ (6.24)
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In the now familiar way, we obtain this from the alternativelagrangian

9’= LJO’3~+ ~ + ~EO’~P~FO’yFp,, (6.25)

by eliminating J. Alternatively, integrating by parts and eliminating ~ yields the
constraint

3O’JO’ = IEO”
1’F,,,yFp,,. (6.26)

This constraintmay be solvedin the form

JO’ = _i~EO”P(’0~B
01,+ iEO’.’~”AF (6.27)

In terms of this constrainedJ, the lagrangianis simply Sf= (1/2f
2)J~.Upon

writing out this lagrangian in terms of the antisymmetric tensor B, one finds

peculiarcrosscouplingsbetweenB andthe gaugefields, whicharenot manifestly
gaugeinvariant.They areclosely relatedto the Green—Schwarztermsthat play an
important role in the superstning theory [45].From the point of view of axions, they
reflect fact that exchange of the axion between photons involves a I /q2 propaga-
tor which partially cancelsthe derivativescoming from the çbe01’01’F~,F

01,vertices.
The gaugetransformationpropertyof B is peculiar.It follows from the gauge

invarianceof J in eq.(6.27). Thus undera gaugetransformationwe have

B~,-3B0,~AF~y, A~—sA~—
3~A. (6.28)

7. Duality and hair

In this sectionwe shall look at quantumhair from a different perspective,using
the dual formalism developed in sect. 6. We shall find, of course, that this
formalism yields a superficially different but fully equivalentdescription of the
earlier results.The black-holehair will be associatedwith the fractionalpart of the
surfaceintegralof the two-form B over large spheressurroundingthe black hole
—in our previous language, this integral is the ZN chargedivided by N. The
B-field gives a more classical look to the hair, in that there is a definite long-range
field attachedto it [21,46].However, this appearanceis deceptive:the meaningful
part of B is not a classical field in the usual sense.One sign of this, is its
observable(fractional) part cannottake arbitrarily large values. Indeedthe frac-
tional chargeassociatedwith B only acquiresphysical significancein the interac-
tion of the hole with realor virtual flux tubes—preciselythe sameprocessas we
havedescribedin greatdetail above,which is nonperturbativein h. Nevertheless,
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the B-field is very useful in describingthe space—timeprocessof cosmic string
lassoinga chargedhole, aswe shall see[24,251.

The interpretationof “B-hair” as gaugehair dependson the presenceof the
B A F interactionin the lagrangian,which occurs in the dual theoryof a massless
scalarpreciselywhenthat scalaris eatenby the vectorfield accordingto theHiggs
mechanism.We emphasizethat B-hair is therefore, in the only casewhere we
understandit, nothing but discretegaugehair. In particular it has nothing to do
with axions, despitethe unfortunate terminologycommon in the literature.One
might also be tempted to considerthe possibility of global hair, for a discrete
remnant of a broken global symmetry. Global symmetry correspondsto the

absenceof a B A F term.Wewill offer both formal andphysicalargumentsagainst
the possibility of meaningfulhair in this case,however[25].

7.1. DUAL CHARGE

Harkingbackto eq.(6.19), the chargeQ that couplesto the gaugefield canbe
expressedin termsof the antisymmetrictensorfield. The chargecontainedwithin

a region (2 is

Q
0= ~ef �h1k0/BJkd

3x= ioe~�hikBJkd2S,~efB; (7.1)

it is (e times) the integral of the two-form B over the closed surface .~, the

boundaryof (2.

Now on the black-hole geometry one can have a nonzero contribution to the
surface integral of a peculiar form. Consider a B-field that takes the form

eB = ~sin 0 dO A d~, (7.2)
4cr

outside the event horizon of the hole. This form is closed,so that the charge
densityH = dB vanishesoutsidethe black hole.However if we focuson the final
entry in eq. (7.1), an interestingpossibility comesinto view. That is, thereis the
possibility, exploited precisely by a B-field of the given form, of a contribution
from a bounding surface — in our example, the event horizon — which gets
cancelled,formally, only by the boundaryat infinity. Thuswe might expectthat the
B-field canrepresentchargewithin the black hole. If so, the charge Q is a type of
black-hole hair.

However, the physical significance of the hair thus defined formally is not
immediately obvious. Indeed, B was introducedas an auxiliary quantity in the
dualization process,and has no immediately given independentmeaning. To
understandthe meaningof this hair, we mustconsiderthe roleplayed by the term
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SBA F in eq. (6.23) in the quantizationof electrodynamics.We will do so in two
stages. First we will consider the effect of coupling B to the photon in the
Coulomb phaseof compactelectrodynamics,the phasein which the photon is
exactly massless. Then we will consider the effect of B in a Higgsphase,andthus
arrive at a dual descriptionof quantumhair.

lf we canonicallyquantizeelectrodynamicsin the temporal(A0 = 0) gauge, the
coupling to B alters the momentumthat is conjugateto the dynamicalvariable A~
the momentumbecomes

H’ = E’ — ~eE’~B,.k. (7.3)

This modification alters in turn the Gauss-lawconstraintsatisfiedby the physical
states, and so changes the charge spectrum of the theory. Let us suppose that
electrodynamics is compact, meaning that all matter fields have charges that are
integer multiples of a fundamental unit, which we will take to be Ne.Therefore,a
global gauge transformation with the gauge function A = 2cr/Ne mustact trivially
on all states.Now considera gaugetransformationwith A = 0 on the horizon of
the black hole, and A = 2cr/Ne at spatial infinity. (The precise form of the
transformationbetween the horizon and infinity is irrelevant, since all gauge
transformationsof compactsupportact trivially on physical states.)The action of
an infinitesimal gaugetransformationon a wave functional IP[A] takes the form

8A() = —01A(x) ~(E’(x) — ~ee’~B~1(x)), (7.4)

andtherefore,the conditionfor the finite transformationin questionto act trivially
is

2cri(integer) = fd3x ~—~.A(x)~(Ei(x) — ~ee1~Bkl(x))]. (7.5)

Now we may integrateby parts. Sinceeq. (7.5) must be satisfied by any A(x) that
satisfies the stated boundary conditions, we may discard the resulting volume
integral, and retainonly the surfaceterm

2cm .
2cri(integer)= ~ d

2S~ (E~ — ~eE~HBk/). (7.6)

We thenconcludethat

Q 1
— = (integer)+ ef B , (7.7)
Nhe Nhe

where Q hasbeendefinedas the electricflux throughthe surfaceat infinity.
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Eq. (7.7) clarifies the meaningof a B-field that is closedbut not exact.On a
spacethat containsnoncontractibletwo-spheres(like the exterior regionof a black
hole) the totalchargethat determinesthe behaviorof the electricfield at infinity is
not the same,in general,as the sumof all elementarychargesthat are containedin
the region. Thereis an additionalcontributionthat is classifiedby the cohomology
of the two form B. Clearly,we canandought to consider the closed part of B as a
means of keeping track of the part of the charge that has “fallen in”.

In fact, we have also found that the total charge need not be an integer multiple
of the elementarychargequantum Nhe. The chargeassociatedwith the B-field
can havea fractional part that shifts the chargespectrumaway from the integers.
This phenomenon(andtheway that we havederivedit) is closely analogousto the
corresponding shift in the electric charge spectrum that is induced by a 0-term in
the presenceof a magneticmonopole[47].

7.2. DUAL PICTURE OF THE LASSO PROCESS

Now we must understandthe effect of the B-field in a Higgsphase.The key is
provided by eq.(7.7)—thesurfaceintegral of B determinesthe fractional part of
the electric charge,the part that cannotbe screenedby the Higgs condensate.
Thus dual variablesprovide an alternativeway to implementa ZN chargeprojec-
tion. Specifyingthat

2cm ~.

exp —J B =exp(i2crQ/Nhe) (7.8)
N/I

is equivalentto weighting the vorticity sectorsby appropriatephases,as described
earlier. To see this equivalence, it is sufficient to note that the term (6.23)
reproducesthe desiredphase.

It is also enlighteningto considerthe lorentzian analog of the vortex—the
space—timeprocessin which a virtual string loop lassoesthe black hole andthen
reannihilates.Wewishto seethat eq.(6.23) hasthe effect of weighting thisprocess
by an appropriateAharonov—Bohmphase.

To be definite, supposethat the virtual string sweepsout a spherethat encloses
the black hole, andthat the B-field hasthe form eq. (7.2). Thenwe mustevaluate

SBAF/h= _~-fF,~dt dr sin 0 dO d~. (7.9)
4cr/I

Now we recall that, since a static cosmic string has a magneticfield in its core, a
string moving at velocity t’ along the spherehas a radial electric field F,, that is
proportionalto v. Integratingoverthe crosssectionof the moving string,we have

fdy drP~r=L”P, (7.10)
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where ‘~D is the magneticflux trappedin the coreof the string, and 9 denotesthe
directiontangentto the sphereandtransverseto the string. Since the string moves
in the 9-direction at velocity v, we may write dy = r dt; thus, at eachpoint of the

spherewe obtain

fdt dr 1~’tr= ~, (7.11)

if thevirtual string sweepsover the sphereexactlyonce.Doing the dO d4 integral
in eq. (7.9), we obtain

A F/h = Qct/h.

For a stringof minimal flux, we have 1~= 2cr/Ne, andso we find

exp(iSBAF/h) = exp(2criQ/Nhe), (7.12)

precisely the expectedAharonov—Bohmphase.
We will briefly describeanotherway to do the samecalculation.First, we note

that the electromagneticfield associatedwith the world sheetof a flux tube of
infinitesimal thicknesscanbe written as

(9yp ,
9y’r

F
0,(x) = ~ d

2~, (7.13)

where the coordinates(~°,~) parametrizethe world sheet, yh1(~) is the embed-
ding of the world sheetin space—time,and 1 is the magneticflux carriedby the
string in its rest frame. (Our conventionsare such that ~oI23 = —1.) Now, as an
exampleof a world sheetthat wrapsaroundthe black hole,considera stringthat
nucleatesat the northpole,and annihilatesat the southpole,parametrizedso that

0 = o(~°), ~ = ~ (7.14)

Then, evaluatingeq.(7.9), we have

3004
SBAF/~ = ~—~fsin O—~—d~°d~= Q~D/h. (7.15)

We find, again, the desiredAharonov—Bohmphase.
We have shown, then, that the B A F term in the action has the effect of

attributing appropriatephasesto processeswherein a cosmic-stringworld sheet
envelopsa chargedblack hole. We explicitly demonstratedthis for a specialclass
of field histories,but the result is general.
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7.3. GLOBAL SYMMETRY AND HAIR

In principle one could imagine introducing dual fields for every conserved
chargein a theory, whetheror not that chargeis gauged.Formally then,if the dual
field outsidea black hole is a closed two-form that is not exact, the black hole
“carries” the associatedcharge.However the questionarises,whether the black
hole “hair” thus definedis physically observable.

Indeedthe conventionalwisdom is quite the contrary, namelythat continuous
global symmetries are violated (or transcended) by black holes. Indeed, particles
that carry globally conservedchargescan fall into a black hole. Any information
about them that is not associatedwith a long-rangefield is completely lost when
they impact the singularity. If the black hole has no internal quantum numbers,
this processflouts the conservationlaw, and so the global symmetry loses its
power. In particular, if the black hole eventually evaporates completely and
disappears,it has no reason to disgorgethe sameamount of chargeas it has
swallowed.

Yet it is quite tempting to suggestthat our argumentsthat establishedthe
existence of quantum hair in the case where a continuous local symmetryis broken
to a nontrivial discrete subgroup can also be applied to the case where a

continuousglobal symmetry is brokento a nontrivial discretesubgroup.In a sense,
the caseof a global U(1) symmetry breakingto ZN is just a limiting case of the

Higgs mechanism that we have discussed so extensively—namely, the limit in
which the gaugecoupling e approacheszero. And no e appearsin theAharonov—
Bohm phaseexp(2iri/N) that is acquiredby a unit chargethat circles a minimal
string. Indeed, when a global U(1) symmetry is spontaneouslybroken, global
stringsarise,andit hasrecentlybeenshownthat (at leastin the Z

2 case)thereare
infinite-rangeinteractionsbetweenparticleswith nontrivial discretechargesand
global strings[48].

When a global U(1) symmetry (or any continuoussymmetry) is spontaneously
broken,the correspondingchargeoperatorQ is ill-defined. But if the objects that
condensehavechargeN, then the operatorexp(2criQ/hN),whichactstrivially on
the condensate,is well-defined. (Here, Q denotesthe classicalglobal charge,so
that a “charge-one”particle has Q = /1.) If the global ZN chargeon a black hole
can really be measuredvia an Aharonov—Bohminteractionwith a global string,
then the sameargumentsthat we usedin sect. 2 would seemto imply that black
holes can carry global ZN hair. It would be most peculiar if this were so, for it
would meanthat the breakingof the continuoussymmetry has renderedblack
holes, which previously transcendedglobal-chargeconservation,suddenly more
fastidious.Perhapsfortunately, therearegood reasons,both formal andphysical,

to believe that quantumhair associatedwith global symmetriesdoesnot exist.
(i) The partition function of a black hole with specified global ZN chargeis

given by a formula like eq. (4.2), but with Q/e replaced by the global charge Q of
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the black hole,andwhere Zk is the path integral in the sectorwith globalvorticity
k; i.e. such that the phase of the condensate rotates by —2crk as T varies from 0
to /3. Now, however, on a fixed asymptotically flat background geometry there are
no vortex configurationsof finite action in the infinite volume limit; in fact, the
actionof a vortex divergeslike R3 with the radius R. Thingsare evenworsefor a

vortex coupled to gravity: there are no asymptotically flat solutions at all. If we
assumethat such a solution exists, then we can compute that TO’O’ = T,.~is a

nonzeroconstantat infinity, contradictingthe Einsteinequations.We conclude,
then,that the k ~ 0 contributionto the partition function is snuffedout, andwith
it the chargedependence.(It may seemodd that global vorticeson the euclidean
black-hole backgrounddo not exist, since there appearsto be no reasonwhy a
virtual global string cannotwind around the horizon of a hole. But in fact, this
winding would introducea physical twist in the Goldstonebosonfield that would
asymptoticallyapproachthe horizonat large Schwarzschildtime. The string must
wind backthe otherway to return the black hole to its initial state.)

(ii) Alternatively, we can perform the projection onto a sectorof specifiedZN

chargeby fixing the surfaceintegralof the dual two-form B, accordingto

exp(~f B) = exp(2cri~/hN). (7.16)

Now, when the ZN symmetry is gauged,we have seenthat the cohomologyof B
can havea nontrivial effect that arisesfrom the B A F term in the action. But if
the ZN symmetry is not gauged,then B entersthe action only through the field
strength H = dB—the closed part of B is completely decoupled.Thus, in a
different way, we seethat the partition function is independentof the charge.

(iii) The thought-experimentalmethod of measuringthe chargeby scattering
global stringsoff a hole, andlooking for an Aharonov—Bohmtype contributionto
the crosssection, is less than convincing.First of all, sincethereis no massgap in

the theory, the strings are not well localized, and event distant strings (i.e. with
distantcores)havelocal interactionswith the hole. Sincethe low-energy, forward
contributionto the crosssectionwe seekinvolvesslow motion of the hole pastthe
string, thereis everyopportunityfor the black hole to disruptor evenswallow the
string. Secondly,the Aharonov—Bohmbehaviorof thescatteringof a string by a Z

2

chargearisesonly if the passageof the string by the chargecan be regardedas
adiabatic,asdescribedin ref. [48]. But if we considera Z2 chargein the vicinity of
a black hole, this adiabaticcondition becomesmore and more stringent as the
chargegets closer and closer to the horizon, becauseof the gravitationaltime
dilation. Thus, the long-rangeinteractionbetweenchargeand string is destroyed
as the chargefalls into theblack hole.

(iv) A revealing contrastbetween gaugedand global discrete symmetries is
found when one attemptsto constructan operatorthat measuresdiscreteglobal
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charge.In the caseof a local ZN symmetry, it is possible to construct an operator

that has support on a closed surface .~, such that the phaseof the expectation
value of this operatoris sensitive to the ZN chargeenclosedby .~ [22,23]. The
existenceof this operatorshowsthat the ZN chargecannotdisappear,andso black
holes must be capable of carrying such charges. But the attempts to construct the
correspondingoperator for global Z~ charge meets an obstacle. In the dual
language,the candidatechargeoperatorcan he expressedas

2cm / 2cm
exP(~f B)/ KexP(~fB)). (7.17)

Physically,we mayenvisionthisoperatoras an insertionof a classicalglobal string

on the world sheet ~, and its expectation value may be interpretedas the
Aharonov—Bohmphase acquired by this string as it winds around the region
boundedby ~ [33]. Becausethe string is poorly localized,however,the action of
the stringincreaseswith the linear size r of ~ like r2 log(r). Hence,it is favorable
for a dynamicalglobal stringto nucleatein order to shield the long-rangeeffect of
the classicalstring; then the action is of order r2 (without the logarithm). This
meansthat the chargedeepinside a largeregion is not detected.In contrastto the
situation when the symmetry is gauged,this construction does not force us to
concludethat the chargemustbe conservedwhen black holes arepresent.

Finally, let us add a few words concerningaxions.The first remarkto be made
is that the valid form of B-hair, as we havediscussedit above,has nothingto do
with axions.The coupling of axions to the gaugefield is quite different from the
B A F term.That term, from which we derivedour hair, is inextricablylinked with
discretegaugesymmetries.Whether the gaugesymmetriesare introducedin the
familiar form of ] A coupling, or in the less familiar form of the B A F term
makesno fundamentaldifference,since thesearemathematicallyequivalent.

Even if the B A F interactionis postulatedasa fundamentalpropertyof strings,
which is the minimum necessaryto reproducethe result of sect. 6, the interpreta-
tion of B-hair as discretegaugehair seemsto follow ineluctably. For example,in
previoussectionswe haveseenin detailhow effectivefields aroundblack holesare
built up from the virtual-string looping process.This providesa strong hint that

onemaywork backwards,andconstructan effectivegaugetheory asa consequence

of the existenceof the postulatedstringsand couplings.

8. Primaryand secondaryhair

The classic no-hair theorems can be interpreted in two senses. A strong
interpretationof thesetheoremswould say that they requirethat black holes settle
down precisely to the classicknown forms (Kerr—Newman) characterizedcom-
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pletely by mass,angularmomentum,andcharge.Accordingto this stronginterpre-
tation therecan be no nontrivial fields outside the black hole aside from the
gravitationalandelectromagnetic(or moregeneralcontinuousgauge)fields.

This stronginterpretationof the no-hairtheorem,however,is readilyseento be
violated in a numberof circumstances.An examplethat hasbeenmuch discussed
recently in the dilaton black hole [9,10,49—51]. Motivated by considerationsin
string theory, oneconsidersaddingto the Einstein lagrangianadditional termsof
the form

9’dil = gO”8 — ~ e2~gg’’F~~F
01,). (8.1)

This reducesto the standardEinstein—Maxwellform if 4 = constant.However, if
gO’

0g”FF * 0, such as occurs outside a chargedblack hole, then the field

equationfor / will not be satisfiedby a constant—thenonvanishingeletromag-
netic field acts a source for the dilaton field ~. Similarly, an axion field, which
coupleslinearly to EO’~IIIrFO’,,FP,,,will necessarilyvary, and be nontrivial, outsidea
dyonic hole which carriesboth electric andmagneticcharge[50,52]. Yet another
exampleis the recentlydiscoveredblack hole embeddedin a magneticmonopole
[36], whichhas a Higgs-field coreoutsidethe horizon.

We would like to call this sort of hair, which is generatedbecausethe basic
fields (associated with mass, angular momentum, and continuous gauge charges)
act as sourcesfor other fields, secondaryhair [26].

Actually, we neednot invoke exotic particlesto constructexamplesof secondary
hair. It occursin the standardmodel, when perturbativecorrectionsto the matter
lagrangianare taken into account.For example,perturbativecorrectionsto the
effective lagrangianfor the standardmodel canhardly fail to generatetermsof the
form

~2’cr \/~F~Ra~RIPA�1fT~. (8.2)

Such a term will act as a sourceterm for the electromagneticfield in the presence
of suitablecurvature. It will, for example,generatea nonvanishingelectric field
outside a rotating electrically neutral black hole: essentially,an electric dipole
moment. (Note that for a nonrotatingneutralblack hole with no other additive
quantumnumbers,the existenceof an electric field outsideis forbiddenby CPT.
The correlation of an electric dipole moment with spin direction is P- and
T-violating, as of course is the interaction (8.2) responsiblefor it.) Also, the
magnitudeof the Higgs field will not be quiteconstantoutsidethe hole,for similar
reasons.Let s~denotethe Higgsfield and v its expectationvalue,with rj u + ~.

Termsin the effective lagrangianof the form

I I 2RO’~O’,,RO’~”—s ~ + ... (8.3)
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then act as a linear sourcefor ~Tin the presenceof curvature,so ~ will certainly
vary in nontrivial way outsidethe hole.

Another,weakerbut moreprofoundway of interpretingthe no-hairtheoremsis
as statementsaboutthe classificationof stationaryblack holes.According to this
weakerinterpretation,the propertiesof a black hole are completelydetermined,
within any given theory, by the value of its mass, angular momentum, and

continuousgaugecharges.As we haveseen,this weakerinterpretationis violated
nonperturbativelyin /1, by discretegaugehair. This form of hair expandsthe space
of statesof black holes. It is thereforeappropriatelycalled primary hair.

In the classical analysis of the field equations,which inspires the no-hair
theorems,linear perturbationtheorysuggeststhat a massless(integer)spin-s field
can support hair in partial waves1 ~ (s — 1). Associatedwith the spin-2 graviton,
then,we havehair in partial wavesI = 0 (namelyM) and I = 1 (J); associatedwith
the spin-i photon,we havehair in I = 0 (0). Wehaveshownthat the restrictionto
masslessfields can be removedin the case s = 1. It will be interesting to see
whether this result can be extendedto symmetriesassociatedwith higherspins,
such as are suggestedby superstningtheory. If so, then thereare real prospects
that the complete internal state of black holes (including the wealth of states
indicatedby the arealaw for largeblack holes)might be accountedfor.

After this workwas completed,we learnedthat Dowker,Gregory,andTraschen
[53] havealso investigatedthe propertiesof the euclideanvortex solutionsthat we
discussedin sect.4.

We gratefullyacknowledgehelpful discussionswith Mark Alford, Martin Bucher,
Gary Gibbons, StephenHawking, Lawrence Krauss, John March-Russell,Alex
Ridgway,Andy Strominger,Kip Thorne,Alex Vilenkin, andEdward Witten.
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